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EDITORIALS
Thou, Divisive Creed
REED, thou art despised because of what thou
C
doest. Just recently in the Unitarian denomination a courageous leader sought to enthrone thee
by directing attention to heresy within the fold. He
lost his position of influence because he espoused
thy cause. His Church preferred the freedom of
thought to thee. Thou art too insistent upon thy
authority in the field of thinking and action. In another denomination thou wast enthroned. But thou
didst again manifest thy intolerant spirit. The
church that needed so badly the spirit of unity was
by thy presence split asunder. And because of these
divisive results of thy presence thou .art outlawed by
all broadminded and bighearted leaders in America.
But "Creed", be thou ever so unpopular, I am for
thee. Be sure that thou art reflecting accurately the
sentiments of God as revealed in and through
Christ Jesus. Continue to divide and redivide. That
is thy method of purification. The great Judge of
all the earth will also divide.
H. S.

Convenience,
The Sabbath Determinator
UNDAY was once the day specifically dedicated
S
to the service of God. It was worship day. Later
on the emphasis was placed in a practical way upon
the day as a day of rest. Its significance was to be
found not in that it was a day of spiritual replenishment, but rather a day of physical and mental relaxation. A new definition is in order now. It is
that day of the week in which men do that which
could not be conveniently done on the other days.
It has become a part of that unit called "the weekend". It is the day in which the largest attendances
are recorded at the ball-park. It is the day in which
the cottages are all occupied and churches must be
closed for the lack of worshippers. In view of this
spirit which has manifested its devastating presence
for some years, it was indeed surprising that men
have not seemed to think of it as a convenient day
for commencement exercises. However, the University of Purdue finally saw very clearly that Sunday was the day for the graduating ceremonies. The
argument is none other than that of convenience.
"Verily, Convenience, thou dost rule with a devastating hand. Thou dost rob us of one of our most
valuable institutions and move us to be grateful for
the robbery. Canst thou also aid us when the clock
of our lives strikes twelve?"
H. S.
267

The A. M.A.
Yields
some time past the American Medical AsF ORsociation
has fought shy of any sort of an
alliance with the government in its endeavors to
maintain and promote what has been suggestively
called "public health". There may have been some
very valid reason for frowning upon what seemed
to be a political interference with the medical profession. They feared, and that not without reason,
the regimentation program of the Federal Government. They were convinced that the men at Washington may he good politicians and statesmen, but
they were not qualified to pass on matters that
properly belonged to the medical profession. They
knew, too, that the patient-physician relation was a
highly personal one, which would be endangered by
any socialized medicine scheme. But in the face of
many such valid considerations the A. M. A. actually
seems to be yielding to the pressure of political
leaders. Why? Arc there too many doctors that are
finding collections difficult? Arc the reasons after
all economic in character? If so the medical profession is surrendering by its retreat one of its
greatest assets, lo wit, the reputation of willingness
to serve personally and sympathetically, even in the
face of the certainty that there will be no collection
of fees.
H. S.

The Christian Religion
Indispensable
USSIA has been the most extreme of all the
R
countries of the earth in its .anti-religious
policy. But Stalin has recently announced a more
tolerant attitude. His mother's recent Church attendance may perhaps be interpreted as a gesture of encouragement. Tabasco was the severest anti-religious
state in anti-religious Mexico. But Gov. Manero recently announced, in harmony with a milder federal
policy, that the Christian religion would be unmolested in Tabasco. Dr. Link, influenced by the
educational forces to which he had submitted himself as a student was among the most fervent believers in the futility of the Christian Religion. He
was all together too sophisticated for that sort of
thing. But he announces through his writings that
religion, and particularly the religion as outlined
by Scripture, was and is the best remedy for our
mental and social problems. Many religious leaders
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in this land wl10 have been treating the Christian
religion with silent contempt have received the
courage to concede that the humanistic and the
modernistic substitutes have failed, and they arc
looking with envy toward those who have found a
solution of their problems in historical Christianity.
All this seems anticipatory- prophetic, if you will
- of that great day in which all men will concede
the futility of humanism in any or all of its varied
forms and the efficacy of the person and work of
Christ in the solution of sin-caused problems.
H. S.

Are We Sober?
PROMINENT Amerioan historian, David I.
Muzzey, refers to the period in America.n history from 1918 to 1929 as The Strange Interlude, "a
strange and feverish interlude in our development."
In that period the automobile, the radio, and the
movie industries came into their own, thus reyolutionizing our lives; in that period one fad, one craze
after another swept the country, the climax of them
all being perhaps the craze for easy money which
brought on the disaster of 1929. "That disaster, and
the hard years of the depression which followed,"
writes Muzzey, "sobered the American people."
The years from 1929 to 1933 undoubtedly sobered
us. vVhether the disciplining which these years compelled us to undergo will have permanent effects is,
however, a serious question. Observing the signs of
the times one is inclined to wonder whether we are
not setting the stage for another spree. We were
pulled up short in 1929, it is true, but on all sides one
hears remarks today that would lead one to think
that the standard of 1929 is but the scratch from
which we hope to fling ourselves into another and
perhaps a stranger era. Salaried individuals hopefully look for a return of 1929 salary schedules, wageearners desire and have in many instances through
collective bargaining recovered the 1929 wage scales,
business men frequently write and talk as if their
houses will not be in order or as if nothing new can
be .undertaken until they are restored to 1929 prosperity. \:Ve still want the same things not only, hut
we want them in the same measure that we were
enjoying them in 1929 before we can open our minds
or change our programs to undertake something
new. It would hardly seem that we had been so completely sobered in the lean years as to face all of
life afresh, and not only from a saner hut also from
a more permanently worthwhile point of view. Can
that he one of the reasons for the confusion that confronts us in our national life today?
vVhat is our goal, 1929 on a grander scale? Or,
having gone through the depths, do we realize that
there is something of greater value in each of us
than that for which we were then willing to sell ourselves? Are we now providing the opportunities, the
organization, the inspiration for the realization of
such greater values in all of us'? Is, as it is sometimes
claimed, religion a greater force today than in 1929?
H.J. R.

A
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. Times Still Change
HEN the cycle of industry reached its lowesl ·
point in 1933 and it seemed as
the wheel
W
of economic circumstance had come to a dead stop
if

untold numbers wondered whether it could ever be
moved in an upward direction again. Despair was
general, fears of still worse things to come were
freely voiced. Would there ever be gold enough to
meet the world's needs, would the terrors of unemployment ever be relieved in the slightest measure, would industry ever pick up again, would
securities ever recover their former values? Such
questions and many others were frequently asked.
But things have changed. Gold production has
increased amazingly in the last few years and the
talk of the inadequacy of gold has been pretty well
silenced; employment has increased to such an extent that skilled and semi-skilled workers have now
no difficulty finding jobs, those still unemployed
being the more definitely unskilled, those who lost
their jobs during the depression and who are now
too old to be acceptable, and those who are really
unemployable because of disease, defect, or old age;
induslry generally has "picked up" so rapidly that
the year 1937 in spite of its many strikes may approach the prosperous years of 1928 and 1929;
security prices have made amazing recoveries, partly encouraged by fears or hopes of inflation, which
it now seems may not he realized, hut remarkable
recoveries even in spite of this artificial influence.
People are beginning to repeat the familiar statement, "I told you so." It is true, a knowledge of history, particularly of our own political and economic
history, should have discouraged such one-sided
fears as had been expressed. A knowledge of history
should, however, do more than cause us to repeat a
trite remark, it should so enlighten us that in facing
new situations we may "be clear about our own
minds." A knowledge of the past with appreciation
of the direction of events from the past to the present not only but of the wisdom of God as revealed in
those events should help us to clarify the present.
vVe would then not look for history merely to repeat
itself, we would look for a reaffirmation of the good
in the past nud try lo give new direction to present
events in terms of the wisdom of the past.
H.J. R.

The Lesson
of History

"THEonepresent
situation is just terrible!" It is bad,
cannot deny it. The strike situation in this

country, dictatorship in Europe, particularly in Germany, civil war in Spain, who would deny that all
this is serious indeed? And yet the present is not
unique in this respect. Many a period in the past has
been as bad or worse. Consider, for example, the
French revolution with its reign of terror and other
frightful episodes. Consider the situation in Russia
before and during the revolutions of 1005 and 1917.
Consider the other serious strike situations in the
United States previous to the present, those of the
nineties, for example, or the textile strikes of a
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decade or more ago, the great steel strike of 1919,
and the threatened railway tie-ups of the past. We
should not shout "terrible" too soon, as if that were
a characteristic of the present only. That the present
time is a serious one and a challenging one is certain, hut we should regard it in the light of the past
and try to meet it accordingly.
What was it that made the situation in France in
1789 so bad? ·was it not the fact that with no provision as yet made for democratic organization of
any kind the old order was suddenly broken down
and everything had to be reorganized at once,
economic and social and political life as well? ·what
makes the present situation as it concerns capital
and labor so bad? Is it not the fact that our present
tie-up and conflict has come before it was anticipated
and before adequate machinery had been sufficiently
used and understood to deal with it? Under such
Qircumstances throughout history the forces of

radicalism and of violence have broken loose.
Should not a knowledge of events have prepared us
for this and have prepared both sides for the proper
handling of the situation? Whether we like it or not
the trend of history and the demands of justice it
would seem are bringing us a new order in industrial relations. Neither capital nor labor seems lo
have been ready to accept the responsibilities which
this new order is bringing with it. ·what we need
from the two parties to lhe conflict as well as from
the administration that has undoubtedly hastened
it is ability and willingness not only to recognize the
change in events but also to face and meet the new
responsibilities which these changes bring. And
what we need from all of us, Christians in particular,
is not a mere shout of alarm hut such a measure of
participation as will help steer the course of events
in the right channel.
H. J. R.

GRAECO-ROMAN AND CHRISTIAN ETHICS
A CONTRAST
Henry Stob, Th. M.
Foreign Exchange Fello'l.v of Hartford Seminary at tlie University of Giittingm, Giitti11ge11, Germany

LEMENT of Alexandria once said the divine
C
.
Reason did not merely educate for Christianity the Jews thru the Law, but also the Greeks thru
Philosophy. One cannot but regard that as an apt
statement of the case. If it be true that the oracles
of God were entrusted to a peculiar and chosen race,
it is none the less true that God left himself "nowhere without witness." As Prof. Cocker points out
in the Preface of his Christianity and Greek Philosophy, the native instincts and aspirations of the
human heart have been everywhere developed under
conditions supervised by the providence of God.
The human spirit never gave up the attempt to find
solace in the bosom of the Father, and these flights
of the spirit were nowhere so sustained as among
the Greeks.

Cireek Thought and Common Cirace
.There is no need of obscuring this fact in the interest of the uniqueness of Christianity, as has
sometimes been done. We may not disregard the
propadeutic function of what we have come to call
''common grace". Christianity is never served by
disparaging other systems which may have rival
pretensions. Our acknowledgment of the continuity
of general and special revelation ought to preserve
us from an indiscriminate repudiation of the whole
of Paganism. We ought rather to receive with
gratitude. its contributions to our understanding of
tJ1e deeper things of man and God. If God thundered
from Sinai, and spoke supremely in the Incarnate
vVord, perhaps he will be found to whisper here.
vVe shall therefore not be surprised to find in the
history of yreek thought ethical principles and practices that seem to us both good and right. We cannot
but admire the piety of Socrates, the sensitiveness
of his conscience, and his demand for clarity in

ethical thinking. No less admirable is Plato's
mystical insight, the stability of his metaphysically
grounded ethics, and his steady appeal not only from
the sensuous to the spiritual, but from the temporal
to the ideal and eternal. In the rigors of the Stoic
morality, too, as well as in the sweep of its field,
the Christian finds affinities to the teaching of Him
who commanded his disciples to take up their cross
and follow him, and who once for all answered the
important ethical question, "vVho is my neighbor?"

Christianity Distinctive
It must not be inferred from this, however, that
ChrisHan ethics constitute no improvement on Pagan
ethics, or that its superiority extended only to discrete elements appended to others borrowed, in
keeping with the syncretism and electicism of the
times, from contemporary thought. Christianity was
from its inception szzi generis. In how far Paulinism
was conditioned by pagan influences is, it is true, a
mooted question. Its answer would seem to depend
on historical enquiry rather than on any apriori
notion of revelation and inspiration; and however
the inquiry will turn out, it will hardly affect the
basic uniqueness of Chrstianity. The Holy ,Spirit
could conceivably, and doubtless did, incorporate
in Holy Writ truths and conceptions previously
existent; but, by their inclusion in Christianity, they
were purified, enriched, and transformed.
·
That institutionalized Christianity borrowed from
the world into which it entered can hardly be
doubted. The natural urge to reflection was accentuated by Christian contact with the questioning
Greek mind. There was a marked tendency on the
part of the Apologists to incorporate philosophical
conceptions into their theological thinking, and the
Nicene and Chalcedonian Creeds afford examples of
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the usefulness of Greek thought forms in expressing
Christian truth. Nor did the Apologists always distinguish as clearly as we should like between Stoic
and Christian morality.

The Contrast
Yet Scriptural Christianity was, and is, leagues
apart from Pagan ethics. Christianity was given;
Paganism, achieved. The former was heavenly,
jenseitig, infused with divine power; the latter was
of the earth earthy. This was revealed; that, discovered. This preached the bankruptcy of the
natural man; that asserted his essential competency.
Christianity posited sin, and the only way of release
from it. Only in Plato did Paganism approach the
notion of sin. Vicarious suffering was the heart ·and
marrow of Christianity. To the Greek, suffering was
disgraceful, if not immoral. God was the first
postulate of Christi·an ethics. Greece identified him,
pantheistically, with the universal order of reason,
or placed him, as with Aristotle, in blissful and contemplative solitude beyond the call of men. Paganism sought to realize the natural man; Christianity
sought to extirpate him. \Visdom, to the Greeks,
was the highest of virtues. The same wisdom was,
to the Christian, the "foolishness of the wise, which
would be put to nought." Greek Courage and Justice
remained unreconciled to Christian Meekness and
Mercy.
It is this contrast that we will attempt to illustrate.
By Graeco-Roman ethics we will understand the
results of ethical enquiry beginning with Socrates
and ending with Marcus Aurelius. It will therefore
include the four great schools of Greek philosophy,
those of Plato, Aristotle, Zeno, and Epicurus, all of
whom were occupied with the question wherein the
happiness of lllan consists and how it may be
attained.

The Greek Basis for Morals
To the good man the moral life needs no justification. Like wisdom, it is justified of her children. Yet
a satisfactory ethical theory will be metaphysically
grounded, if only lo anticipate the skeptical query
that will sooner or later arise, Why ethics at all?
Why be good? Although the question in that form
was not asked in classical philosophy, (inasmuch as
the Greek was not by nature skeptical either as to
his ability to know or to do, nature and mind being
in essential harmony) there was nevertheless a progressive attempt to find a basis for morals.
In the Pre-Socratic cosmological period ethical
enquiry was either wholly neglected or allowed as
an unimportant adjunct of nature studies. One may
perhaps except Pythagoras, in whom, however, as
in all the thinkers of this period, ethics, religion,
science, and myth were hopelessly and inextricably
intermingled.
Socrates introduced the ethical period by his· substitution of man for nature as of most interest and
instruction to man. Socrates, however, erected no
ethical system, and did not seek a fundamental
validation of the moral life. Proceeding commonsensioally he found in the moral consciousness sufficient justification for good conduct. The necessity
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of virtue seems by him to have been regarded as
selfevident. His interest lay largely in ethical
casuistry, although there were in his ethical "conceptions" adumbrations of the development to be
achieved under Plato.
Plato founded ethics in the psychological nature
of man and more ultimately in his theory of Ideas.
Man as we find him is body, spirit, and soul with
their appropriate functions. These ought, of course,
to function properly, and this proper activity severally and unitedly results in the four Greek virtues.
Ultimt te justification for morality is found in the
natur( of Reality. The Ultimate Reality is the Idea
of the Good, and it is in its name that moral distinctions are both valid and necessary. To be real is to
be moral, and to be moral is to be real. In thus conceiving the highest reality ethically, Plato approaches
the Christian construction, although he never succeeds in connecting Ultimate Goodness with Will,
and thus failed to conceive of it Personally. This
finds illustration in the fact that though the Idea of
the Good is the supreme object of human love, it
does not love in return.
Aristotle grounds ethics in the teleology of Realit);.
Everything has an end, or final cause, and man a
fortiori. Man, therefore, has a calling as man. The
fulfilling of this calling constitutes man's goodness.
Morality is, therefore, validated by the purposive
Reason built into the texture of the universe.
The Stoics and Epicureans likewise ground ethics
in nature as they apprehend it, each in their own
way, and without the thoroughness and consistency
of Plato and Aristotle. Roman ethics, represented
most notably by Cicero, marked no advance over the
Greek constructions, being essentially eclectic.

The Christian Basis
It appears thus that Pagan ethics, to whatever
idealistic heights it may have attained, is in its inception and character natural and human. It operates
with bases apprehended by man's unaided insight.
Its morality is validated by nothing more than an
impersonal, if reasonable world structure. Ethical
data are derived from the psychological constitution
of man; and ethical principles are rationally
cognized. Man's ability to arrive at guiding principles through reason was never doubted, for there
was held to be a constitutional harmony between the
world reason and the rational soul.
Christian ethics is seen to be at fundamental variance with Pagan ethics at this point. Christian ethics
is founded in the reasonable will of a personal God.
If the Greek failed to seek or find in God any cooperation in the moral quest distinct from the
natural connection of things, Christianity posited
the necessity of a special revelation for the apprehension of the will of God for man. It taught that
man's ethical sense was radically vitiated by a
catastrophic Fall, and proclaimed restitution not
through contemplation but through suffering. It
substituted for the symmetrical Grecian universe, a
radical quality and a world out of joint. It substituted
a Book for nature, Revelation for Investigation, God
for man, Heaven for earth, personality for rational-
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ity, recognition of Sin for an illusory harmony,
human incompetence for natural ability, faith for
reason, theology for mctapJ-i.ysics.

Greek Monism and Pantheism
Greek Monism vitally affected the Pagan notion of
man, the ethical subject. Man, Nature, and God were
distinguishable indeed, but they were essentially of
one piece. They diff cred in degree but not in kind.
In Aristotelian terms, it was simply a case of more
or less "form". Man was therefore in fundamental
harmony with both nature and God, and as a consequence neither evil nor sin find their place in the
Greek scheme.
Christianity preached a doctrine of man both
higher and lower than that of the Greeks. It repudiated the identification of man with nature and
asserted his radical uniqueness. Man is not caught
up in the natural process, in the causal order of
things. There is that in him not amenable to scientific
analysis; he is governed by laws other than those
that hold sway in nature. It is this distinctness of
man that Orthodox Christianity has found it necessary to reassert in opposition to the current doctrine
of Evolution.
It was also against the Greek identification of man
with God that Christianity registered an objection.
To the Greek the relation between God and man
was simply that of greater and less. God was a kind
of primus inter pares. To be Godlike or Good, one
had merely to develop one's own nature. God was
ethically more advanced than man, not metaphysically distinct. Deity was therefore eminently approachable and communicable, and there was,
among the Greeks, an easy familiarity between man
and God that was in striking contrast to the relation
between the Hebrew and his Holy and Transcendent
God. It is this transcendence that Christianity reasserted. It taught the essential distinctness of God
as well as his ethical holiness. Man was reduced to
his proper place as a creature between whom and
the Creator was a great metaphysical gulf fixed.
It asserted moreover that the purely ethical relation
was severed by the awful fact of Sin. If the Greek
supposed himself naturally related to God and in
no need of change for communion with Hirn, Chris-·
tianity asserted both a judicial and moral estrangement from God. Goodness therefore could not be
achieved except by a reparation supernaturally
effected. If man was to approach God, it was God
alone who could convey him thither. Here again the
fundamental disparity between Pagan and Christian
ethics reappears.

God, Man, and Regeneration
Man, among the Greeks, was thus regarded as competent for the ethical task. He needed no assistance
from God. Plato may have intimated the necessity
of such help in his Cave myth, but the matter is nowhere clearly articulated. As to Freedom, it played
only an incidental role in Greek reflection. Psychological freedom was doubtless assumed, as it must
be by any moralist. The question of man's essential
freedom seems not to have suggested itself to the
Greeks. There is at any rate no elucidation of the
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matter. Allies asserts that on the Greek scheme
"there was no place for real freedoin of the will between the motion which arises from sensitive desire,
and that which proceeds from the divine intelligence
dwelling in the soul." (T. \V. Allies, The Formation
of Christendom, Vol. II, p. 432). Necessity arises on
both sides. However that may be, the domineering
Fate under which the Stoic felt himself compelled to
act is notorious. Christianity also asserted a kind
of necessity, but secured itself from the charge of
immorality by placing the directive reigns in the
hands of an intelligent and moral God, having personality and will, and observing moral laws.
The Greek never attained to a conception of man
as a distinctive individual and as in possession of an
inviolable personality. The citizen was lost in the
milieu of the state; the individual was swallowed up
in society. Personality was obscured first by a too
exclusive attention to the rational nature of man,
involving a disregard for emotions and will; and
second through a failure to recognize the fact of sin.
One is unable to appreciate the worth of individual
'personality unless one know and appreciate the
individual in his true relation to God, for personality
consists in an awareness of the totality of relationships. And the human relationship to God one fails
to understand if one is blind to sin and evil.
Christianity set man free from nature, indicated
his true relation to God, and plumbed the depths of
human personality. It proclaimed a Saviour for the
whole man, and presented in that Saviour himself
the supreme example of complete, self-conscious
humanity. Goodness lay therefore no more merely
in the development of reason, but in the regeneration
of the whole man. And this regeneration was proclaimed as initiated and consummated by God,
through Jesus Christ and His Spirit,,
[A second article on the same general subject is
due to appear next month under the title: ''The
Galilean Conquers"-Editor.]
----·-~--

TO THE EVOLUTIONIST
I did not make the flowers
That dance on the sun-bathed hill;
But I know the One Who made them,
And the flowers never will.
I did not make the birds
Whose hearts with songs o'ertlow;
But I talk with their Creator,
Whom they will never know.
I did not make the long-limbed apes
That seem so much like me;
But I know the One Who gave them form,
Whose face they'll never see.
God made each species as it is
To suit His timeless plan;
But I alone commune with Him,
For God made me a man!
-VERNA SMITH TEEUWISSEN.

COMMUNISM AND THE SIT-DOWN STRIKE
Albert Hyma, Ph.D.
Professor of History, University of Michigan; lluthor of "The Christian Renaissance."

FE\V months ago an amusing comedy was
A
enacted in Flint, Michigan, the significance of
which appears to have escaped the attention of the

(of labor 'bargaining with employers) 1s 111 any way
refused the result is a condition of tolerated anarchy;
public officials will not enforce the full rights of
property as in Flint .... " Mr. Lippmann, in renewing his attack upon the president of the General
Motors Corp., feels that "Mr. Sloan had to learn that
truth by an extremely expensive process of education." Public sentiment, according lo Mr. Lippmann,
was decidedly sympathetic to the sit-down strikers.
It would no doubt be much more nearly correct to
conclude that the president of the General Motors
Corp. was not so stupid as to require that "extreme·ly expensive process of education," and that public
sentiment in Michigan in general was not favorah1e
to the manner in which the governor spurned .the
rights of the large majority of workingmen who preferred not to break the laws of their state. Furthermore, onlv those critics not familiar with actual con'ditions in. the state of Michigan would allege that the
general public gladly tolerated the total disregard
of property rights. The real issue was not whether
labor had the right to bargain with employers, since
it already had that right, but whether illegal seizure
of property should be countenanced. The spokesmen
for the General Motors Corp. consistently claimed
that this seizure of property was the one obstacle in
the path of negotiation.

general public. The comedy was played in six parts
or scenes, in the following order: (1) Approximately
one thousand workingmen in two factories belonging to the General Motors Corp. yielded to the request of Mr. Homer Martin to quit their work by
"sitting down" in their plants. (2) At least eight
thousand other workingmen in the same plants were
compelled to give up their work because the factories had been taken over by the strikers. When
they asked the governor of their slate whether they
had no right to keep their jobs during the strike,
they were informed that they were interfering with
the negotiations between the strikers and the owners of the factories. (3) The corporation appealed
to the county court, and the judge ordered the strikers to evacuate the factories within twenty-four
hours. (4) Inasmuch as the strikers laughed the
court to scorn and refused to ·abandon the property
of the corporation, they were ordered arrested. (5)
The local sheriff asked the governor for aid in
executing the order of the court, hut he never received a reply. (6) After six weeks of negotiations,
the strikers finally left the plants and celebrated
their "victory" by marching in a parade through the
streets of Flint. The men were promised a raise in
the hourly rate of pay to the amount of five cents an
Origin of the Sit-Down Strike
hour, which presumably was at the expense of the
How fatal has been the mistake of those men and
stockholders, including the wealthy Dupont family;
women
placed in responsible positions who knew
but over night the stock owned by this family alone
practically
nothing about the origins or the underbrought them a profit of twenty-five million dollars,
lying
principles
of the sit-down strike movement!
'vhich was not a had price to pay for their "defeat."
To blame the sins of a great corporation for the outbreak of sit-down strikes is to delude an innocent
What Did It Mean?
and befuddled public. To argue that these strikes
Now the question arose, Did those sit-down strik- originated in the United States and spread from this
ers realize the signficance of their actions, and did country to France is to expose one's ignorance of rethey know what the consequences would he of their cent European and American history. The basic
violation of the laws of the state? Again, did the principle of the sit-down strike movement is no more
governor fully appreciate the gravity of his action and no less than a symptom of communism, for it is
when he refused to protect the owners of property an utter disregard for the most hallowed property
illegally seized and held for so long a time? Was rights and it is followed always by a contempt for
the judge at Flint right when he asked the repre- honorable judicial procedure. Such principles do not
sentative of the strikers whether one crime justified germinate on American soil, notwithstanding the
another? It was argued in the court that since the learned pronouncements of Walter Lippmann to be
General Motors Corp. had not given its workingmen found in an earlier newspaper article than the one
proper wages nor had provided proper conditions just mentioned. A thorough knowledge of recent
under which they were working, the only recourse events in Europe is absolutely required to underopen to the workingman was the seizure of the prop- stand and to interpret correctly the sit-down strike
erty in which these conditions had prevailed. In movement.
other words, since in a civilized community the emThe reader will probably recall that during the
ployers were permitted to exploit labor, only the past twenty years communism has won many milmethods used by uncivilized peoples could he relied lions of converts, first in Russia, then temporarily in
upon to bring the desired results.
Italy, and finally in France and Spain. Communism
Such an argument was presented by Mr. \Valter is marked by antagonism to the old Anglo-Saxon
Lippmann in a syndicated newspaper article which principles of liberty and democracy which for
was published on February 20th. He said, "It has decades have been upheld in this country by nearly
been shown that when this elementary human right all our citizens. Communism also is featured by an
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extraordinary lack of respect for one's government,
as was unfortunately shown by thousands of deluded
Italians who professed to despise those soldiers who
had been wounded in the service of their country.
In 1919 and 1920 it was fashionable in various parts
of Italy lo inflict corporal punishment upon crippled
soldiers recently returned from the battlefields. This
punishment was meted out by communistic citizens
who thought they were doing their own country a
great service by mutilating men already unsound in
body through services rendered for the protection
of their persecutors. During those same two dreadful years 1919 and 1920 other symptoms of communism also made their appearance in Italy, and since
this unfortunate country was still suffering terribly
from the wounds acquired in the Great vVar and
from the disillusionment which followed when the
allied powers were willing to give so little for so
1nf1.ny sacrifices sustained, the Italian government
stpod helplessly by when the communists simply ran
Wild.

The European Background
The present writer was in Europe during these
two years and also in the following year. Being at
that time a Dutch citizen, he was permitted to travel
tmd study freely in Germany, Austria, Italy, France
and Belgium. Following first the newspaper accounts
and afterward seeing with his own eyes what com1J!unism did to Italy, he prepared himself for a task
ppinted out to him by his grandfather, who had risen
frpm the humble station of a very poor apprenticed
c;arpcntcr to the position of one of the three foremost .architects in the kingdom of The Netherlands,
having been called upon to construct a railroad line
and to canalize a river for the Dutch govcrnmenl.
The aged builder of a huge insane asylum composed
6f thirty-five buildings and the owner of more than
~ne hundred houses told the writer at length about
the basic elements of socialism and communism. As
4 distinguished member of the Anti-Revolutionary
Party, a powerful political party, of which the preseJ1t Prime Minister is also a member, the grandfather
urged the grandson to remain ever faithful lo the
fundamental principles of Calvinism. The terrible
~cenes witnessed by the latter in Italy during the
year 1921, when the communists were finally routed
by the Fascists in Florence and elsewhere, convinced him of the dangers inherent in communism.
The recent occurrences in Flint have merely added
further proof to the sound conclusions reached by
his eminent ancestor.
It may seem a simple task to brush away with a
wave of the hand as it were the fears so frequently
expressed in recent months by many intelligent persons in this country about the insidious character of
communism and the danger of its spread on this
side of the Atlantic. Easy enough it is to argue that
the sit-down strike movement has nothing to do with
communism, just as a harmless cold has no relationship with pneumonia. There are thousands of prominent men and women among us today who vehemently and bitterly protest that their principles and
their conduct' are as far removed from communism
as is the south pole from the north pole. Little do
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they realize that they manifest the first symptoms
of the dreaded disease. To say for example that the
sit-down strikes have very little in common with the
occupation of the factories in northern Italy by half
a million workingmen during the years 1919 and
1920, is to ignore the very simple scientific fact that
lhe former is the first stage in a development which
ends sometimes with the latter phenomenon, just as
in the course of a disease contracted the patient
shows al first certain symptoms which may be
checked or which may multiply and become ever
more serious.

What Italy Teaches Us
Very illuminating are the words of Ivanoe Bonomi,
the former Prime Minister of Italy in his work entitled From Socialism to Fascism, especially on pp.
i32-34, where Mr. Bonomi shows that the strikes of
1919 and 1920, followed by the occupation of numerous factories by the socialists, "ended by exasperating all the other classes of society without doing them
serious harm. The enemy remained unhurt, but determined to be revenged on those who had tried to
terrorize them with arrogant threats of ineffectual
violence." The whole movement was decisively defeated "by a method which the weakness .and not
the foresight of the government imposed, and which
will astonish future historians." The movement was
annihilated by non-resistance, for the workingmen
who tried to run the factories lost completely the
respect of the general public, and in a very short
time had to abandon their stupid experiment.
Gaetano .Salvemini, one of Italy's foremost historians of the present century, writes in his book,
The Fascist Dictatorship in Italy, that during the
lengthy negotiations precipitated by the occupation
of the factories "Mussolini supported the demands
of the obstructionists; and when the occupation of
the factories took place, he supported the Extremist
Socialists against the Moderates." There is no need
of enlarging on the patent fact lhat sit-down strikes
are no longer permissible in Italy.
It has been argued by learned commentators in
Washington whose knowledge of European history
is pathetically limited that the halian people cannot
be compared with the American public, which is
vastly superior. vVhen the Secretary of Labor declared in .January that it was not established whether
sit-do-wn strikes were legal or illegal, she implied
that before long the law-breakers would be declared
law-abiding citizens. In the horse-and-buggy stage
the simple-minded people thought it best to abide
by the decisions of lawfully instituted courts, but in
this enlightened age of ours progress renders such
courts antiquated. Property rights are no longer
valid. It was not long ago, continues the Secretary
of Labor, that picketing was considered illegal, so
why should not the sit-down strikes be legalized?
vVhy should not the cruel owners of factories be compelled to furnish the workingmen while on strike
with heat, water, electricity and various other comforts? \Vhy should not the government subsidize
the down-trodden strikers and their families?
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The Experience of France and Holland
The same arguments were advanced in France last
summer, when the writer was traveling there. They
sounded very familiar to him then, having followed
them in the Italian newspapers sixteen years earlier,
and having discussed them with various members
of the Supreme Court in The Hague. During the
course of last summer the writer also was frequently
entertained by Miss Catherine Kuyper, the daughter
of that brilliant Dutch statesman and author who
when he was Prime Minister had to cope with socialistic experiments more than thirty years ago.
Numerous incidents which had never been discussed
in printed form were explained to the writer by Miss
Kuyper. One evening the sit-down strikes were carefully analyzed in her home by two distinguished
members of the Supreme Court, one of whom is the
former governor of Dutch Guiana (Suriname). It
was predicted then with the utmost certainty that
the sit-down strike movement had not long to live,
because the general public in France was too enlightened to tolerate the violation of property rights.
Such anarchy, it was argued, might last longer in
the United States of America, where the public was
easily misled by agitators of small intelligence and
inadequate training.
Obviously, sit-down strikes are no longer possible
in France today for the reasons indicated to the
writer last year. The present government of France
has been compelled by public sentiment to eject sitdown strikers from factories occupied early in the
present year, and as a result the strikes have
dwindled to very insignificant proportions. The
compulsory arbitration law provides that labor disputes must be submitted to a "fixed procedure of
settlement before a strike or a lockout can be declared." This law, together with the evacuation of
factories occupied by sit-down strikers during the
month of January enforced by the French police,
has effectually rendered the whole sit-down strike
movement antiquated in France. It would not he
very intelligent to aver that the French people are
still in the horse-and-buggy stage! The whole thing
is also most abhorrent to the general public in England. The writer might add other countries as well,
as his recent expe1'iences could substantiate, but it
would be said by communistic sympathizers in this
country that these countries are too backward to he
considered. For is not Germany now a terrible com;itry to live in under the Nazi suppression? And is not
Austria hopelessly behind the times in being so reluctant to surrender the tenets of the Roman
Catholic faith?

Talents
.Jesus of Nazareth once told an interesting parable
about three men who had received respectively ten
talents, five talents and one talent. The poor man
refused to use his one talent and buried it, while the
other two utilized theirs to the utmost. Why should
the poor man work with such a small amount of
capital, when he was just as good a person as the
man who had obtained ten talents? What right did
that other man have to get ten more talents and suh-

scquently twenty more, and so on? So reasoned Mr.
Homer Marlin when he told his spellbound audiences
that the Dupont family had no right to buy General
Motors common stock at $4.76 a share and make a
profit on each share of $4.50 during the year 193(),
Just what does Mr. Martin propose to do ahout it?
Does he believe that the sit-down strike will impoverish the Dupont family sufficiently to please
him, or does he want the government to confiscate
its property for the benefit of those who have neither
the intelligence nor the industry nor the integrity to
use the money properly? If Mr. Martin had had the
courage to remain in the Christian ministry he would
have seen the solution of this problem in the teachings of Jes us.

Commonly Held Property
The history of commonly held property has always
intrigued the present writer, who in the year 1924
published the first comprehensive history of the
Brotherhood of the Common Life under the title of
The Christian Renaissance. The contents of this extensive work attracted much attention in Europe.
The author slwwed that the Christian Church for
centuries frowned upon property held in common
outside of the monasteries and convents. But the~ •
Brethren of the Common Life, who flourished during
the fifteenth century, were able to advance cogent
arguments to show that the "common life" was
feasible in any orderly community. Among their
pupils were such eminent persons as Martin Luther;
Erasmus; Paracelsus; John Sturm, the outstanding
educator of the sixteenth century; John .Standonck,
the foremost reformer of the French church at the
end of the fifteenth century; Radius Ascensius, the
well-known Parisian printer; Thomas a Kempis, the
author of the Imitation of Christ, the most widely
read book ever composed in Europe; Gerard Zerholt, the writer of the Spiritual Ascensions, which
exerted great influence upon Ignatius Loyola; and a
host of lesser lights.
Very remarkable are the views of Gerard Zerholt,
who produced a treatise entitled Orz the Mode of Life
of those who Hold their Property in Common. The
present writer edited this work a few years ago in
a Dutch periodical from two manuscript copies in
Berlin and Nuremberg. The treatise fills one hundred
pages in this periodical, and it is briefly analyzed
in the second chapter of The Christian Renaissance.
Those who look with supercilious scorn upon European civilization of the horse-and-buggy stage might
do well to read this illuminating treatise. They will
more clearly understand the significance of the
words pronounced recently in a radio address by a
distinguished Catholic scholar in this country who
justly remarked that "a communist is a capitalist
without cash in his pocket."

The American Situation
There was a time when the present writer was
proud of being an American citizen. But this pride
of his has completely disappeared for the time being.
Disrespect for law is now notorious in this country.
Our most sacred property rights and other liberties
of equal value are seriously threatened hy a number
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of radical writers and speakers with disorderly
minds, while even in Washing ton the atmosphere
at the White House and immediate vicinity is
charged with various communistic symploms. Vlhal
the general public in Michigan, Illinois and Indiana
would like to know is how much protection it may
expect against the anarchy and tyranny fomented in
Washing ton. Do the local authorities, which reflect
public sentiment in their respective communities, receive the requisite support from our central government or is the latler trying to force the former to
run counter to the popular demand and so enrage
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the local public? Terrific resentment is still kept
reasonably within hounds, for the public does not
know what instructions the governors are receiving
from Lhe President. In Flint, Michigan; in Anderson,
Indiana; and in Waukegan, Illinois, public sentiment clearly was on the side of the law-abiding
citizens. Now the public desires to discover whether
local authorities must be regimented under the aegis
of the brain trusters in \Vashington, or whether the
time-honored liberties established by the AngloSaxon race shall be maintained, as they have been
in England and in The Netherlands.

THE WORD OF THE CROSS
William Childs Robinson, A. M., Th. D.
Professor of Ecclesiastical History, Columbia Theological Seminary, Decatur, Georgia.

of Christ is the acropolis of the ChrisT HEtianCross
faith, the lie.art and core of our religion.

The death of Christ was the first of the primary principles Paul preached (I Cor. 15: 1-3) ; the portraying
of Christ crucified was the burden of his apostolic
labors (Gal. 3:1), the fundamental topic of his
preaching (I Cor. 2 :2) ; yea, the Christian Gospel is
"the Word of the Cross" (I Cor. 1 :18). Accordingly,
\Varfield finds that "the place given to the death of
Christ i.n the several theories which have been
framed of the nature of our Lord's work, may not
unfairly be taken as a test of their scripturalness";
while men like James Denney have rightly warned
us that the virus of Socinianism and Unitarianism
begins here.

The Cross in Eclipse
However, that the Cross has no such central place
in the lhinkfog which dominates much of the current preaching is admitted by those most conversant
with "liberal" opinion. President Coffin of Union
Theological Seminary, N. Y., ha~; expressed the matter thus: "It 'must be confessed that, in our day, and
especially in those circles where Christianity is interpreted in terms of contemporary thought, the
Cross does not hold the central place in preaching."
The Cross "is seldom preached as a redemptive act.
Indeed few of those who have accepted the current
liberal theology devote many sermons to the Cross
of Christ. They feel themselves incapable of treating the theme." Coffin states that for these "liberal"
thinkers the central place has been usurped either
by the Incarnation, or by religious experience or by
the leaching or example of Christ.
During the 1937 conference of an evangelical
denomination in a Southern state one of the pulpit
on1lors of this denomination preached in the First
Presbyterian Church of the city. This eloquent
preacher insisted that the Church was wrong in placing the emphasis upon the Cross as the center of
Jesus' ministry. The Cross vrns, he held, only the incidental reaction on lhe part of forces which Jesus
had opposed in his teachings. The important thing
in Jesus' ministry was his teaching, not his unavoid-

able death. The account sounds more like the
Racovian Catechism than the evangelical movement
out of which this minister's denomination came.

Christ and Him Crucified
\Vhen the Reformation was lifting high the banner of the Cross, Calvin twitted the Romanists with
resigning to crucifixes of gold, silver, and brass the
preaching of the vVord of the Cross. But Roman
Catholics are retaliating today with the charge that
many American Protestants have not only taken the
Cross from the tops of the churches, but as well from
the heart of their preaching. Perhaps that is the
fundamental reason why the religious and moral
leadership which a generation ago was unquestionably in Protestant hands has been slipping from our
fingers; why the Federal Council's radio hour has
steadily lost prestige to the Catholic hour.
Even many so-called orthodox ministers have not
realized that sound doctrine means the preaching of
the bihli:cal faith in its biblical proportions. The
preaching of many is on the circumference rather
than the center of the Gospel; that of 01hers is merely the usage of Bible texts as mottos for nonscriptural discussions. Some allow sociology to
supersede the Gospel, forgetting that the preaching
of the blessed exchange of the Cross which shows
that God is just even in justifying sinners is the only
way to enthrone justice in human affairs.
Others have exchanged the language of Zion for
the jargon of psychology, oblivious to the fact that
relief or release from guilt, the most poignant complex life ever poses, is only found when we forgive
ourselves on the same ground that God forgives us.
The blood of Christ is the great psychotherapy for
our sinful race; His Cross is the only forgiveness
adequate to moral personality.
Some preachers are blaming their own failure to
preach the Cross upon the fancied demands of youth.
At a retreat held by the ministers of Carlisle Presbytery, a pastor from Lebanon told this incident:
My son Jim, who was captain of the Princeton University basketball team, spent last summer at home.
As he was starting hack to school I told him that I
did not want to lose my contact with young people,
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and asked him which of the sermons I had preached
that summer appealed to him most, as a representative young man.
"Well, :Dad," he replied, "I liked best your sermon-'! determined to know nothing among you
save Jesus Christ and Him Crucified'."
The appeal of the Cross tore Africana away from
his fleshly lusts and pagan practices. No smaller incentive can save the social set of America from the
lusts of the flesh, the pride of the eye, and the pride
of life. Our age needs nothing so much as the
sancitifying radiance that streams from Calvary.
His holy passion for us is the instrument in the
Spirit's hand for the healing of our debased passions.

The Grub-Worm versus Christ
A few years ago the Easter lesson leaf for one of
the younger age groups in the Sunday School was
taken up with the story of a little grub-worm who
finally climbed a lily-stalk, shed his water clothes,
spread his lacy butter-fly wings and flew into, the
beautiful beyond. This omission of the fundamental
facts of the Christian faith was explained thus:
"A great majority of thoughtful and devoted Christian leaders who are working in this field have been
convinced after a great deal of experience and observation, that the kind of stories needed are not
those that directly teach Christian truth, but those
that have a wholesome background and atmosphere,
and that hold up Christian ideals of conduct."
And further, "Needless to say every idea must be
very simple and within the realm of his (the young
child's) experience. Death is not one of those things
which comes within the experience of such a child
. . . Now you can't teach the resurrection of Jesus
without teaching the death of Jesus."
This year the story of the Resurrection of Christ
from the dead has supplanted the story of the
metamorphosis of the grub-worm; but the very fact
that the pupil-centered curriculum has gone to such
length as to allow nature stories to supplant the
Cross and Resurrection is enough to condemn the
basic principle thereof. Ought one to continue a plan
which in such a specific way has shown itself the
enemy of the Cross of Christ? Furthermore, it is
more fitting for Presbyterian and Reformed teachers
to ally themselves with the Calvinist Herman
Bavinck and the God-centered curriculum, than with
the humanist John Dewey and the child-centered
curriculum.

The Cross Central in the New Testament
For these and other reasons it is imperative that
men of faith affirm the centrality of the Cross and
urge the proclamation of a doctrine of the atonement
of sufficient import to warrant the Cross being
taught to the babes in Christ as the first principles
of the faith, and ever presented to the saints as the
cardinal truth and vital center of Christianity.
The Cross is central in the New Testament of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ and in the life of the
Church which He established and has sustained
through the ages; it will he central in the thought of
the Church of to-day only if we have an adequate
doctrine of Him who was crucified, of what He did
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for us on the Cross, of the motives or spirit which
prompted His priestly propitiation.
\Ve consider first, then, the centrality of the Cross
in the New Testament. "All (of the New Testament
writers) were firmly persuaded that the Cross was
the heart of the Gospel." "All the light of sacred
story gathers 'round its head sublime." "Compare
the space given to the passion week with the total
extent of the Gospel records. Of his twenty-eight
chapters, Matthew devotes seven to that last week,
one-fourth of the whole. Of his sixteen chapters,
Mark gives five, nearly one-third of all. Of his
twenty-four chapters, Luke devotes four and a half,
nearly one-fifth. Of his twenty-one chapters, John
gives almost nine, nearly one-half. Here is a striking and significant fact: the fourfold account of
Christ's life and work includes eighty-nine chapters.
Of these, twenty-five, considerably more than onefourth, are occupied with the passion week." Kagawa
counts ten references to His death in Jesus' own
teachings as given in Mark alone, prior to that event;
and concludes that the religion of Jesus is the religion of crucifixion, that is, of redemption.

Jesus' Teaching and Ministry
At His baptism, the voice from heaven identified
Jesus with the messianic servant prophesied by
Isaiah xlii, while John the Baptist pointed Him out
as the Lamb of God that taketh on Himself the sins
of the world (John i. 29, 36). Ju the temptation,
therefore, Jesus refused other messianic roles and
even in His early ministry spoke of the tragic element in His vocation (Mark ii. 20; cf. Matt. v. 11). As
soon as Peter had made his great confession, Jesus
unfolded to the disciples the necessity for His death
as the climax of His Messiahship. The repeated conversations concerning His decease (Luke ix. 31;
Mark vii. 31-8, ix. 30-2, x. 35-45), and the use of the
imperfect tenses (Mark ix. 30-2) indicating that He
kept on talking ou this theme, have led scholars to
describe this period of our Lord's ministry as "the
passion ministry of the Norlh." On one occasi:ion
Jesus was rebuked by Peter (Mark viii. 32) for teaching His death, as later the disciples were unable to
bear the word (John xvi. 12), and proved foolish and
slow of heart to believe from the prophets the necessity of the suffering of the Christ (Luke xxiv. 25-6).
It is a rea&anable inference that this unwillingness
of the disciples to hear has much to do with the fact
that Jesus is not more frequently reported as teaching the meaning of His death. Jesus "applied to the
Messiah the descriptions of the sufferings of the
servant of the Lord in Isaiah liii," and in connection
therewith taught its full substitutionary significance,
"the Son of man came not to be ministered unto but
to minister and to give His life (or soul) a ransom
instead of the many" (Mark x. 45; Matt. xx. 28; cf.
Isaiah liii. 10-12). In "one of the best authenticated
passages in all history" Jesus declared that the
sacramental cup was His blood of the new covenant
shed for many for the remission of sins (Mark xiv.
2'1; Matt. xxvi. 28).
In the Fourth Gospel Jesus describes Himself as
the Good Shepherd who of His own accord giveth
His life for the sheep (x. 11-18); who came to die that
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He and the Father might be glorified, and all men
drawn unto Himself (xii. 23-32) ; who laid down His
life for His friends (xv. 13), ,and went away that the
Comforter might come (xvi. 7). In dying Jesus
prayed lhat the Father might forgive His murderers
and declared that He had finished the great work
committed to Him.

After the Resurrection
In the one chapter in which the third gospel summarizes the post-resurrection teaching the death of
Christ is referred to thrice as the burden of Jesus'
teaching (Luke xxiv. 6-8, 26, 46). Thus at least twice
during the forty days Jesus traced out for the
disciples the Old Testament prophecies concerning
His death. To the Gospel of the Forty Days belongs
the collection of Old Testament passages on this subject which underlies the preaching of Acts and is
referred to in I Cor. xv. 3. The collection certainly
included Isaiah liii., which Philip used as had his
Master before him (Acts viii. 30-5).
With the Pen tccostal coming of the Spirit there
followed a Copernican revolution in the disciples
thinking according to which the vVord of the Cross
which they had I>rcviously rejected became the
focus of their lives, their thought, and their preaching as is clearly seen in Paul (Gal. ii. 20-1, ii. 1; I
Cor. i., ii. 2; I Tim. ii. 6-7); in First Peter (i. 19; ii.
21-24; iii. 18; iv. 1, 13); in Hebrews; in First John;
and in Revelation. In that great vision of the Church
in heaven, our Lord is designated the Lamb some
thirty times. As the Lamb that has been slain, He
stands in the midst of the Throne of God receiving
the adoration of all creation and the gratitude of the
Redeemed. The Apocalypse describes the Redeemer
as the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world,
thus making the Cross the foundation upon which
the just Jehovah hath granted our race a history,
and His people salvation.
In I Corinthians 15 :3 Paul lists the death of Christ
for our sins, as the first of the principles which he
taught and equally as the first thing which had been
taught him. In other words, the Cross was central
to the primitive Christian community prior even to
Paul's conversion. Judging by the place given to the
Cross in the Gospels, in the 'oral gospel' as recorded
in Acts and this passage in Paul, we are justified in
declaring that the Cross was the primary element in
the earliest Christian proclamation. Harnack has
certainly not overstated the matter when he says
that "many teachers, like Paul, presented the Cross
of Christ as the content of Christianity"; and that
" 'Chris.t died for our sins according to the scriptures'
was not simply Pauline, but common to Christianity
in general."

The Cross in Church History
When we come to study the history of the Christian faith we find that the Cross has maintained its
centrality in all branches of the Church in spite of
efforts made by sundry human philosophies to supplant it. The tendency of Neo-platonism was to deflect Greek Christianity toward a mystical eternalization or deification of man; the deflection of the
mediaeval church was toward the Aristotelian
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hierarchial principle; in the modern age Humanism,
the Enlightenment and Kant have magnified the
sufficiency of man. But with every departure from
the preaching of the Cross there has resulted such a
decadence in the life, love, loyalty, and faith of the
Church that Christendom has ever returned with
new insistence upon the centrality of "that green
hill without the city wall where the dear Lord was
crucified, who died to save us all."
The faith of the early Church is indicated by the
Apostles' Creed and the writings of the Fathers. The
point of view of the most ancient Christian symbol
is that Christ was born to die and enter into His
glory. Every event in the life of Jesus after His birth
is either passed over or else concentrated in His
death. But lhe Creed does not pass over His death,
rather it devotes three articles in its scant twelve to
that fact. With mighty blows the Creed thrice rings
the changes on the Cross: suffered ... crucified ...
dead. Thus in the Cross, the Christian Symbol condenses all the meaning of Christ's life and mission.
There arc only two signs which history recognizes
as representative of the Chrislian religion; and both
are taken from Calvary: The Cross and the Crucifix.
The Apostolic Fathers. commend the church which
"rejoices in the passion of our Lord" and bid us "fix
our gaze on the blood of Christ, and know that it is
precious to his Father, because it was poured out for
our salvation." "On account of the love which He
had for us did our Lord Jesus Christ, by the will of
God, give His blood for us, His flesh for our flesh,
His life for our lives."

The Testimony of the Fathers
Athanasius presented the Cross as the satisfaction
of the Divine veracity and "the sum of our faith."
Eusebius of Caesarea, the scholar of the ancient
church, held that "the law of Christianity is the holy
cross of Christ," that the Lamb of God offered Himself a penal substitute for our sins. Chrysostcm
teaches "Christ saved us from death by delivering
Himself to death" "W'e were under sin and punishment; He by suffering punishment did away with
sin and punishment. He was pµnished on the cross."
Cyril adds, "\Ve have paid in Christ Himself the
penalties of the sins with which we are charged."
"Jesus Christ, the only Son of God, has redeemed us,
by laying down His life (soul) for us, offering Himself to the Father as a sacrifice without blemish, giving His blood in exchange for the life of all, for He
was worth more than the world." Augustine says:
"All my hope is in the death of my Lord. His death
is my merit, my refuge, my salvation, my life, and
my resurrection . . . . the certainty of our whole
confidence consists in the blood of Christ." John of
Damascus summarizes: ·"The whole activity and
wonder".'working of Christ is most great and divine
and wonderful; but his precious cross is the most
\vonderful of an: For by nothing else was death
destroyed, the sin of our first parents atoned for,
hell despoiled, resurrection bestowed, power given
us to disdain things present and death itself, the
restoration of original blessedness accomplished, the
gates of paradise opened, our nature seated at the
right hand of God, we made children of God and
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heirs of heaven-but through the cross of our Lord
Jesus Christ. For through the cross have all things
been set right."
Or if one prefers the summaries of modern
scholars, the following was written by a French and
endorsed by a British authority on the history of
doctrine:
At the base of the teaching of the _gathers we find
"a fundamental principle, a truth of faith deeply
rooted in the Christian conscience-that salvation
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has come to us by the Cross of the Son of God. For
them all the death of Jesus Christ is something else
than an example: it has had outside ourselves, according to the divine plan, a real and mysterious
operation, it possesses an objective and distinctive
value. Two general facts express this supernatural
eftlcacy-the Saviour's death appeases for us the
divine wrath; and it is a penalty, the penalty of our
sins, voluntarily undergone by the Lord in our place."

IS PROTESTANTISM BANKRUPT?
Luther Craig Long
Minister, Calvin Presbyterian Church, New Haven, Cmnecticut

HE United States of America is said to be a
T
Christian nation. This is due to the fact that
from the very beginning of the history of the United
States men and women who believed the fundamental doctrines of Biblical Chris:tianity worked side by
side in the work of government. Christians who :are
members of the Church of Rome have worked with
Christians who are members of Protestant denominations and have sought to establish a form of democratic government which would preserve freedom to
worship God according to the dictates of the individua1I conscience.
In this article we will not presume to pass judgment upon the question of the spiritual influence
which the Church of Rome has upon the citizens of
America. This survey will confine itself to the consideratio'n of the question of whether or not Protestantism has los.t the spiritual influence which it once
possessed.

Federal Council Protestantism
In order to examine Protestantism the casual observer will probably ask for the name of the largest
organization which is composed of the various denominations in Ameriaa. This organizaton is The
Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America. This nationa1} religious organization is composed
of the representatives of the many local town, city,
and state federations of Churches. In a certain Connecticut city there are approximately seventy-eight
Protestant Churches. About fifty of these Churches
have united to form what is known as The Council
of Churches of that city. In some towns and] cities
there is probably even a greater and oftentimes a
unanimous representation of the Protestant Churches
in the local organization which composes the Federal
Council. And yet one point must be made absolutely
plain: the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ
in America does not by any means represent all of
the denominations or aH of the Protestant Churches
or Protestant men 1and women in the United States of
America. Neither does the program or doctrinal
standard of this Federal Council satisfy the conscientious convictions of the Protestants who are not Ihembers of this Federal Council. This means, then, that
whether we may wish to admit it or not there are at
least two main groups of people within the United

States of America today who call themselves Protestants: first, there are the Protestants who have
united to form the Federal Council of the Churches
of Christ in America, and second, there are various
Protestants who have objected to the doctrinal standards of the Federal Council and to the policies of the
Federal Council and have proceeded to remain unafliliated so far as affiliation with any general association
of denominations is concernedi. Let us examine, briefly, both of these major groups of Protestants.

Before the War
About 1912 there was little trouble within Protestantism. Churches were well attended at all services,
the Churches had very little financial worry and the
Churches seemed to have an influence for good in the
community. To be sure, it was not expected that the
chief drunkard or embezzler of bank funds was a
Church member. Churches did not enter into any
other method of attracting visitors to the Church than
the method of good positive preaching of the doctrines which the Church was chartered to propagate.
No other method of money-raising was resorted to
than the method of receiving the volunt1ary offerings
of satisfied men and women who worshipped at the
various services of the Church. The Church did not
consider it to be a function of the Church to entertain her members or visitors; that social life of the
members was 1Ief t to individual liberty, and the type
of social life and activity which the Church members
voluntarily chose was opposite from that form of
social life which the non-Church member naturally
chose for themselves. This was the glory day of
Protestantism in America.

During th(War
When the World War came, and men and boys of
the Churches entered the service, it was considered a
national emergency which was sufficiently important
to necessitate the inclusion in the Church programs
of forms of activity which in themselves were as good
and worthy as the American Red Cross. It was considered "a service to God" for some Protestant ministers to devote their preaching time on Sundays to
talks upon the importance of buying Liberty Bonds.
Churches entered into a varied program of social
service and cooperation with government agencies
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which soon attracted to the Church a new class of
candidates for Church membership. This new class
was not won by preaching the doctrines of the
Church; it was won by an inclusive program which
appealed first to the social side of the candidate's naLure and which was not too religious to require too
much time of the individual for purely worship purposes. This condition might have been well for the
Church if the emergency programs which the
Churches had entered could hiave been terminated
when the war was over. The sad fact is, however,
that when the war was over the Churches were composed of people who had come into prominence withm the local Churches by their zeal for the non-religious phase of the program rather than the religious
phase and the boys who were returning to their
Churches from the Wiar were not coming back like
men who had been absent from home for a course of
study in Theology; they had just come from an
earthly example of Hell. The Church was a new
institution with a creed that had never been altered.

After the War
After the war was over and Churches necessarily
had to continue their ministry to the people, we found
that a sincere effort was made to combine the social
with the religious in the Church program and contiirne in the work which tihe Church had been engaged
in before the war caused the interruption. The only
difference was that there was a different constituency
behind the program. This new administration having come into the Church leadership from a background of war 1and as a result of a social program in
the Church during war time, c-0uld not understand
any other type of program than the socia:l program.
This social program was tried aggressively. The
Churches 'Sponsored dances, card parties, dinners,
silver teas, and many of the kinds of social functions
which clubs and fraternal organizations and society
in general seemed to enjoy. Soon a man or woman
had to decide whether on a Friday night he would
attend the Church dance or the Club dance. For a
while the Church held the supremacy but gradually
the kind of dances that the world gave appealed to
even the Church member more and he drifted from
the Church dance into the world dance. This defeat
of the Church was not admitted without strong effort
upon the part of the Church to compete with mll that
the world had to off er. One prominent newspaper
man has told! how he ceased to be an active member
of his Church when he found that the dances sponsored by his Church were too immoral for his taste
and lower in his idea of purity than the dances sponsored by his southern University. There began an
exodus from the Church when it was found that the
social life of the Church was no higher than the
social standards of the world in general.

Spiritual Bankruptcy
When the Church officers awoke to their condition
they found themselves in a plight. They had plenty
of members but these could not be attracted to attend
services. The prayer meeting had to be eliminated;
the ~vening services had to be eliminated. Every
Member Canvasses to secure financial piledges had to
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be inaugurated in order to get enough money pledged
to carry on the Church. It was gradually learned
that persons who do not care to attend Church are
not liberal in their gifts to Churches. Church budgets had to be reduced to balance with the decreased
income of the Church. This condition was deplorable enough but the depression made conditions even
worse and Churches have, for the past seven years,
been forced, in their opinion, to enter all kinds of
business enterprises in order to get money. Cake
sales, bazaars, dinners, plays, movies, book reviews,
pageants, bingo parties, oard parties, dances, and
every conceivable form of earning money, from people who are in the market to be entertained, were
promoted. The condition of the average Protestant
Church today is considered by the average man of
the wor.ld as being that of an institution intent upon
getting money out of the public by methods which
•are not in the slightest degree different or more
noble than are the methods of the world which is
outside the Church. Respect for th,e Church and
Clergy has "gone with the wind." The pews are
empty. .Some Churches have tried to ease their
burden by uniting with near-by Churches. In some
cities as many as three large Churches have united
in order to try to keep one Church open. The result
of these union efforts has not been to increase attendance in the resultant new Church.
As a final examination of the condition which exists
today in this major representation of the Protestant
forces of America let us use the following method: let
the reader think of a dinner which he has attended in
company with the prominent Protestant Churoh members of his acquaintance and let him decide if in his
opinion the Church members of this variety of Protestantism have any system of morals or ethics which
is superior to that of the world in general, and whether
he can d~tect the slightest fragrance of moral purity
by looking at the average Prntestant of today. It is
our opinion that the vast majority of those who call
themselves Protestants have nothing to show for it in
their conduct or mental choices and that if the word
of Jesus Christ is true ("By their fruits. ye shall know
them"), then the type of Protestantism which is generallly heard in the public places and over the radio today is not worth paying any attention to. It seems to
be bankrupt of that power which formerly made a
Protestant not only want to live by the golden rule but
also have power to live by the golden rule, to at least
a noticeable degree.

Orthodox American Protestantism
vVe turn therefore to a brief analysis of the other
major group which goes by the name of Protestantism
in America. What do we see? We see some of the
largest denominations in the United Slates of America. We see some of the smallest dienominations in
America. We also see a great many unaffiliated local
Churches scattered throughout all of the States of the
Union. We see a vast group of millions of men and
women who are the members of these Churches and
who still believe that their Baptist, their Presbyterian,
their Lutheran, and similar denominational creeds set
forth the sys1tem of doctrine whidh is taught in the
Bible as being the doctrines of Christianity. There
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is the finest fellowship among the individual members
of this group of orthodox denominationalists but there
is no organic union. There is accord on the fundamentals of the faith, as those fundamentals are set forth
in the Bible, but there is difference of opinion on matters of interpretation and form of government. There
is one chief view which is held in common By all of
the Churches and members within this large major
group of Protestants, however, and it is t!he belief that
they are not being represented byi the other major
group of Protestants which goes under the name of
The Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in
America. Let us examine this last statement in
greater detail.

Protests_Doctrinal Indifference
The Churches which for conscientious reasons have
not affiliated themselves with the Federal Council of
Churches of Christ in America have refused to do so
first because of a difference in doctrines. The Federal
Council assumes that historical Church standards can
be set aside in order to gain a union of Churohes which
is arrived at by finding the least common denominator
of all the creeds of all of the Churches. They seem to
believe that no doctrine is important enough to permit it to become an obstacle in the way of a complete
union of all Churches of all faiths. They seem to believe that it is highly improper for anyone to believe
anything definite about God or Jesus Christ unless that
belief is flimsy and indefinite enough to satisfy the man
or the woman who does not believe anything that the
orthod:ox Protestant of twenty-five years ago believed
concerning God and the Lord Jesus Christ. They seem
to believe that the function of the Church is to engage
in lobbying in Washington and in all of the legislative
halls of the various States. They seem to believe it
proper to intolerantly try to eliminate all Protestants
who do not find it possible to subscribe to their policies or doctrines from the opportunity to be heard
over the radio, in the public press or in city, state,
and national religious activities. They seem to try to
make it appear that they represent all of the Protestants of America, even when there are large and
major denominations representing thousands of laymen who do not wish to be known as approving of
the stand taken by this Council. It is what the Council thinks and believes about God and Christ and the
function of the Protestant Church which is opposed
by the Protestants who have refused to be considered
a part of this Council.

A Contrast in Qodliness
The Churches which have refused to afliliate with
the Council of Churches have refused to do so also
because they are opposed to the life of the Council.
By this should be understood the fact that in the strictest sense of the word a religious institution is expected
to be a power for good in the life of its members.
That the Protestant Churches represented in the Fedferal Council of Churches of Christ in America have
failed to exemplify that love toward all mankind and
that toleration toward the views of all men which they
claim all men should have in order to be true Christians is manifested by the evident intolerance with
which they seek to deny the right of private belief and
independent policy to those who call themselves Protestant and cannot agree with the low doctrinal plat-
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form upon which these other Protestants have seen it
convenient to unite. There are valid claims to the fact
that the so-called advance in Church union among
Protestants has not improved the moral and spiritual
conditions of America but with the growth of this new
organization which claims to represent Protestants
there seems to be an attendant increase in gocliessness
and immorality throughout the land. Wl1en preachers
of the Council type ceased to preach the historic doctrines of positive Protestant Ol1ristianity there seemed
to be an attendant failure to keep Churches open and
influence the communities of America.
In place of all the bankruptcy of this major and
most publicized group of Protestants there is the large
but quiet and spiritually influential group of unaffiliated denominations and Churches which have certain
beliefs in common and certain high ideals in common
and which unite (in public opinion) in disapproving of
the doctrines and policies and ideals. of this other major group known as The Federal Council. This other
group of Protestants have at least one thing in their
favor: they are not writing new creeds. They have
seen fit to continue preaching and teaching the doctrines which their fathers taught and which were
crowned with gocliiness in home and public life. They
are orthodox Presbyterians, Baptists, Lutherans, Meth.odists, and others. This group has been sorely tempted
at times to drift into the policies which caused the
empty pews in their sister Churches, but by some unseen force which they term God's grace they have been
constrained to continue a program of Bible expositions.
Today they are not struggling for financial support.
They are not in the resfaurant business or amusement
business. Their prayer meetings are not closed. Their
young people are not unhappy. Their morals are not
like the morals of the world.

True Protestantism Not Bankrupt
This fact will be faced eventually by the people of
America: there are two major types of Protestantism
existing in this country today. There is a continuation
of the Protestantism of the Reformation and there is
this new Protestantism which has no historical Father
in the reahn of comparative religions. The newer
Protestantism renounces the Scriptures of the Old and
New Testaments as being God's infallibly inspired
·word and as the only infallible rule of faith and of
practice; the old Protestantism yet clings with love
and gladness to the Bible as being exactly what Calvin, Knox, Luther and! the other Reformers of three
hundred years ago believed it to be: God's Word.
Does America turn to a bankrupt man when in need
of a national broadcast upon the subject of finance?
In this era of great moral weakness and crime it would
be well for Americans to realize that still water runs
deep and the most easilya1eard Protestants are not nee;.
essarily the Protestants whose conception of Christianity has been crowned with the peace of God which
passeth understandfog and the life which commends
itself to man as being the riglhrteous life of virtue.
Rather than having the major radio networks propagate only this new brand of Protestantism would it not
be well for a hearing of all views? We suggest that
the Protestantism of those who are in hearty accord
with the reformers of th:e great Protestant Reformation is not bankrupt; it has just been intolerantly
silenced by this newer Protestantism?

THE ENGLISH CHURCHES IN SOUTH AFRICA
J. Chr. Coetzee, M. Ed., D. Phil.
Professor of Education, Potchef stroom University College, Potchefstroom, Transvaal, South Afr,ica

'f"IHE Dutch Reformed Clrnrc:hes in South Africa name of the Batavian R~_Q:ublic. He published reguminister to more than half of the European lations which restricted ,1'ligious freedom and bound
population, and amongst the adherents of the many the church more firmly still than before to the state.
religious sects that prosper in South Africa there are J One of these new regulations decreed that no one
also so.me thousands of Dutch-speaking people. The! was allowed to perform any divine service or to hold
rest of the European population owe allegiance to the/ any public meetings for devotion without the knowlEnglish, the Lutheran, and the Jewish Churches. 1 edge and permission of the Governor. These , laws
Amongst the latter groups the English are the strong-! were not repealed until 1843, long after the permanent
est with some 35 to 40 per cent of the total European occupation of the Cape by the British. Until then no~
population, the Lutherans with some 1 to 2 per cent, tice of any service in the English church was headed
and the Jews with some 4 to 5 per cent.
by the legend, "By permission of H. E. the Governor."
In this article I purpose to discuss the religious life of No wonder that the people at the Cape got used to this
only that section of the European population that owes entire subordination of the church to the state; neither
allegiance to one or other of the English churches. the English nor the Dutch colonists could! believe that
Of these there are four fairly large groups and two a church could be normally sound unless it were "essmaller ones, and also quite a number of religious sects. tablished" by government.
The adherents of the sects form amongst themselves
Although English church services were held regubetween 2 and 3 per cent of the population, and are larly in the Cape Colony from the days of the second
either Christian Scientists or Plymouth Brethren or English occupation in 1806, there was no ecclesiastical
Salvation Arrriyists or Seventh Day Adventists or Apos- organization until the coming of Bishop Robert Gray
tolic Faith Missionists or Full Gospel Missionists, and in 1848. Naval and military chaplains served with
so on; and many of them are, as I have said, Dutch- fleet and garrison and a few Colonial chaplains on the
speaking. Amongst the purely English churches we civil establishment; the Governor, in addition to all
have the four large ones: the Church of the Province the other duties and offices conferred upon him by the
of South Africa with some 300,000 adlherents, the Meth- appointment, actedl as Ordinary. In 1848 Bishop Gray
odis.t Church of South Africa with some 100,000, the was sent out to the Cape to establish here the first
Presbyterian Church of South Africa with some 80,000, overseas diocese of the Church of England. There was
the Roman Catholic Church with some 72,000; and the no precedent of procedure, and the idea of the Crown
two smaller groups: the Baptist Churches of South offices dealing ·with Church matters in England was
Africa with some 17,000 adherents, and the Congrega- plainly to extend to their own conception of what constituted the "established church." The new Bishop of
tional Chureehes of South Africa with some 10,000.
i shall now discuss these churches in the order of Cape Town was therefore presented with Royal Letters
Patent, which constituted him a suffragan of the Provtheir numerical strength.
ince of Canterbury and conferred on him full ecclesiastical jurisd[ction over clerics and laymen alike in
The British Occupy the Cape
the Colony of the Cape of Good! Hope.
At the end of the eighteenth century the great
struggle of Europe against the French armies under
Church of the Province of South Africa
the great Napoleon began. Holland fell into his hands
and the Prince of Holland 'had to flee to England.
After two journeys that covered the whole of Cape
Though the Cape was then still a depend!ency of Hol- Colony and extended to all the then known parts of
land, the British authorities thought it best that the South Africa, Gray decided that the field of work was
Cape should be occupied by them during the war in beyond the powers of one man to cover efficiently. He
order to prevent the French from taking this valuable thereupon returned to England to secure the services
provisioning post to India. This was accordingly done of two new bi&hops, to be designated the Bishops of
in 1795 against the wishes of the greatest section of Grahamstown and Natal respcdively. In order to ext11e Dutch colonists. The terms: of capitulation were pedite matters in the issuing of new Letters of Patent
signed and in articles 6 and 7 it was declared that all to them, he resisgned his see and received fresh letters
that belonged to Hie churches should remain free and as Bishop of the now grca tly reduced Diocese of Cape
intact, and that the colonists should retain all the Town and as Metropolitan with1 visitatorial powers
privileges they then enjoyed, including their existing over the two new dioceses but still subject to the
religion without any change. This meant that the general supervision of the Archbishop of Canterbury.
Dutch Reformed Church was still to be the "estabIn 1861 difficulties which had existed from some
lished" church of the Cape Colony, although the Brit- time previously came to a head. In that year refusal
ish governed the country, and also that no adequate on the part of one of Gray's clergymen, viz., Long, the
provision was made for English church services.
vicar of Mowbray, to publish a summons to Synod, reBut this occupation was only temporary, and in sulted in his being tried for disobedience and his being
1803 after the treaty of Amiens the Cape was turned deprived of his vicarage by the Bishop's Court. Long
over to the new Batavian Republic. De Mist was sent appealed to the Privy Council in England. While his
out to take over the administration of the Cape in the case, vms still before the Privy Council, a new diffi281
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culty arose, and now with Colenso, the bishop of Natal, who had published certain works which were considered heretical. The Bishop's Court found Colenso
guilty, who thereupon also took his case to the Privy
Council. This latter body upheld both appeals on the
ground that Gray's Letters Patent were invalidi as issued by the Crown to Bishop Gray. The result of these
two adverse decisions was to destroy the basis of the
royal supremacy with regard to the building up of
lhe Colonial "Establishment." But the president of the
Privy Council also indicated in his judgment a possible solution. He said that the Church of England,
in places where t here was no Church established by
law, was in the same position with any ot·her religious
body and that the members might adopt rules for enforcing discipline within their own body. The Metropolitan thereupon summoned his provincial bishops
and arrangements were made for the establishment of
a voluntary association to maintain the Anglican communion in South Africa. In 1870 a Provincial Synod
convened and drew up a constitution for the church,
under the name of the "Church of the Province of
South Africa," thereby emphasizing both: the local
and the universal claim of the Anglican Communion.
This constitution was confirmed at a second Provincial Council held in 1875, and! with minor emendations
remains the constitution of the Anglican Church in
South Africa. The example of South Africa in "seceding" from the "established Church" has since then
been followed in all the British Dominions.
The Provincial Synod of 1870 adopted the following
fundamental principles, which are here quoted in the
original. "We, being by representation the Church of
the Province of South Africa, do declare that we receive and maintain the Faith of our Lord Jesus Christ,
as taught in the Holy Scriptures, held by the Primitive Church, summed up in the Creeidls, and affirmed
by the undisputed General Councils. And we do further declare that we receive and maintain the Doctrine,
Sacraments and Discipline of Christ, according as the
Church of England 'has received and set forth the same
in its Standards of Faith and Doctrine; and/ we receive
the Book of Common Prayer and of Ordering of
Bishops, Priests and Deacons, to be used, according
to form therein prescribed, in Public Prayer and administration of the Sacraments and other Holy Offices;
and we accept the English version of the Holy Scriptures as appointed to be read in Churches. And further, we disclaim for this church the right of altering
any of the Standards of Faith and Doctrine now in
use in the Church of England."
1

1

Its Church Government
The Church of the Province of South Africa is organized and governed on the following lines. It is a
voluntary association and has its own constitution and
its own rules and regulations. It is governed by a Provincial Synod, in which every Diocese in the Province
has its representatives from both the clergy andi the
laity. Only those resolutions, rules, canons or constitutions are regarded as laws of the Church of the Province as shall have received the concurrent consent of
all the orders of the Church, viz., the bishops, the
priests, and the laymen. The Church of the Province
of South Africa is divided into a number of Dioceses,
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which were constituted in the following years: . Cape
Town 1847, Grahamstown 1853, Natal 1853, St. Helena
1859,Bloemfontein 1863,Zululand 1870, St. Johns 1873,
Pretoria 1878, South Rhodesia 1891, Lebombo 1893,
George 1911, Kimberley and Kuruman 1911, Johannesburg 1922; Damaraland and northwards 1924.
Each of the above Dioceses has the right to send
clerical and lay representatives to the Provincial Synod
on the basis of one of each order for every ten (or
part of ten) licensed priests in the Diocese. The en-,
actments of the Provincial Synod are binding upon all
the members of the churdh in South Africa, but according to Article II of the Constitution the Provincial
Synod shall be subordinate to a higher authority of a
General Synod of the Church of the Anglican Communion, to which such Province shall be invited to
send representatives whenever such General Synod
shall be convened. The Church of the Province of
South Africa has accepted the General Consistory of
the Lambeth Conference a:s its final Court of Appeal.
The organization of the various Dioceses is more or
less similar to that of the Province itself. All the Dioseses have their own Syno ds, but these Diocesan Synods exercise only such powers as are delegated to
them from the Provincial Synod, and all acts and resolutions passed by the Diocesan Synod's are subject to
revision by the Provincial Synod. ·
·
1

Educational Institutions
The Church of the Province of South Africa has
wide-spread educational and social activities. In connection with the Church there are several schools and
so-called colleges (high schools) for European boys and
girls. These schools are private :schools and not public o:r state institutions. The best known of the Church
high schools are: The Diocesan College (boys) at
Rondlebosch, Cape; St. Andrew's College (boys) at Graham:stown; St. Andrew's School, Bloemfontein; Michaelhouse Diocesan School (boys), Balgowan, Natal;
Diocesan School for Girls, Pretoria. In addition to
these high schools, there are the Training School for
Teachers and several schools under the direction of the
Community of the Resurrection at Grahamstown.
Nearly every diocese had at some time in its life a
theological college, for each hoped to be able. to provide its own clergy. But gradually the advantage of
one central institution became only too obvious, and
the Provincial Synod of 1891 recommended that such
a central institution should be opened with Gra1hamstown as the centre. In 1902 St. Paul's opened as the
Provincial Theological College, which is to this, day
the centre for the training of European clergy. In 1898
a Faculty of Divinity was constituted, consisting of the
archbishop and the bishops of the Province and all
priests of the Province who, being graduates in Divinity, were accepted by the Faculty. The special aim of
the Faculty is, through its executive board, to arrange
for lectures and examinations for diplomas or degrees
in ord!er to stimulate the systematic study of all that
may be included in the term "Divinity." By resolutions of the synods of bishops :in 1907 and 1908 it was
agreed to accept the Studentship Examination of the
Faculty of Divinity as sufficient literary qualification
for Deacons' Orders. To control and supervise th~ educational activities of the Church a Provincial Council
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of Education has been formed consisting of the bishops ex-officio and fourteen members, one nominated
by each diocesan bishop. In 1929 the first conference
of the heads of the Church schools was held, the object
being to discuss matters of school routine. This conference suggested that the Provincial Council of Education should keep a teachers' register, and that a
common pension scheme should be introducd.
The Church of the Province is also doing much in
the education of the native and the colored people, and
there are hundreds of mission schools throughout the
Union of South Africa. There is a strong organization
of Lads' and Girls' Brigades among the colored! in the
Cape district. Hostels have been founded at Fort Hare,
the Government establishment for the higher education of natives. Home and chaplains have been provided for sailors. And work was carried on for many
years among the lepers of Robben Island. Of the
works of mercy connected with the Church there are
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several houses of mercy, e.g., at Cape Town, Queenstown, Irene. There are also several orphanages and
homes for child!ren.
Full particulars in connection with the Church of
the Province of South Africa such as the names of the
bishops and clergy are given in the South African
Church Directory, published at the English Church
House, Cape Town. An exceedingly well-written history of this church was published in 1934 by the London Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge. The
book is called "Historical Records' of the Church of the
Province of South Africa," and the authors are Cecil
Lewis and G. E. Edwards. Up to 1935 the Church of
the Province also published an official organ called! the
"Church Chronicle," which was then superseded by
"The S. A. Church Weekly Newspaper," published by
The South African Church Publications (Pty.) Ltd.
In my next article I shall discuss the other English
churches in South Africa.

LETTERS
A Reply

From the Editor

My Dear Mr. Winsemius:
In last month's issue there was no ·opportunity for me to
comment on your interesting and lengthy communication
which I placed in our "Letters" column under the heading,
"Anent Social Justice."
(THE CALVIN FORUM, June, 1937,
p. 260.) I owe y·ou a reply in accordance with my promise
made at the time.
May I say that I appreciate the fine spirit -in which you
write? However much you differ from a number 'Of Christian
leaders (the undersigned included), you speak in a fine, business-like, and objective way concerning these burning issues.
There is no rancor in your utterances. You hurl no epithets.
You do not write from the top down, That is a fine spirit
and we need much more ·of that in the discussion of these
difficult social and economic issues wibh their far-reaching·
moral and religious implications.
'Dhe gist •of your argument may, I believe, be stated as follows.
Christi-an la!boring people Bhould not organize into
Christian laibor organizations. This is accepting the principle
of the class struggle. Moreover, this is not the solution of our
industrial ills. The solution of the economic proiblem must be
sought ·by way of political, not economic, means. The government. alone can solve our difficulties. However, not by sanc'tioning the IJresent economic order, which is an order ·o·f ruthless competition. We need a government-controlled ec.onomic
•order with competition eliminated. This position (which you
call that .of the "radical Calvinist," in contrast with that of the
"conservative Oalvinist") you daim is supported iby the teachings of John Galvin, from whose Institutes you cite four passages in alleged support of your contention.
Now if this is a 1brief but fair statement ·Of your position
(as, I trust, you will agree it is), permit me to make the following ·observations,
1. It is clear from your letter that you are pleading for
some form of c'Ollectivism. You are not merely defending a
larger measure than we have today ·of government control for
the protection of the weak economic groups. If you did, tlhen
there would only be a difference ·of degree of emphasis between what you call the radical ·and the conservative Calvinist.
Apparently you wish to do away with the present competitive
system by the substituti•on of a government-managed and government-controlled system. This you hold to be the real solution ·Of our economic problem.
2. Of this position (which you ·call that of the "radical
Calvinist") it must be said that it is radical, to be sure, but
that it can in no wise be called Calvinistic. Not one of the
f.our ·passages whch you cite from Calvin's Institutes supports
this position. If you will read these passages carefully and ip
ttheir context, you will nortice that the Genevan Reformer 1s
<there militating against the Ana:baptistic erro:ists of hi~ day,
who denied rt:Jhat the government has a God-given function ~o
perform. Galvin, in other words, is here (as throughout his

writings on socio-political subjects) insisting upon the divinely appointed function of the g·overnment to maintain justic€,
peace, and tranquility, and to defend the we·ak from the unjust
·oppression of the strong. But there is not one word in all
these passages in favor of the position that freedom and .competition must be el1minated from economic society and. that
some ·collectivistic order in which the government runs, controls, and manages that economic ·order should be substituted.
3. Calvinism champions the greatest posstble measure of
freedom in every sphere of human society (family, church,
school, business, industry, politics) which jg c·ompati!ble with
justice to all and the protection of the weak. Holding as it
does, on the one hand, that the government which rules least
rules best, it is no less insistent upon maintaining that it is
<the solemn duty of the government to protect the weak from
the oppression of the strong. 'Dhis may involve (as in our
day it necessarily involves) the championing of an .increasing
measure of social and industrial legislation (cf. the example
•of the Netherlands under the leadership of its Calvinistic
premier today), but it never means flirting with a collectivistic
·order.
4. A collectivistic order, in whioh economic freedom, private ownership •of the means of production, and all competition are eliminated, leads inevitably to some form of dictatorship with i•ts necessary accompaniment ·of terrorism. Government bureaucracy will rob us ·Of .all liberty. That this is not
mere opinion or a sweeping assertion, the present European
situation exh:bits to all who do not wj]]fu]]y close their eyes.
In Russia •and in •Germany we have concrete illustrations 'Of
an attempted solution of our economic ills by the introduction
of a government-controlled and government-managed economic
order. Li1berty has here become a farce. T·he individual is
body and soul the servant of the government, and all this is
enf·orced by a terrorism ·Of which we thought a Christian civilization was no longer capable.
5. Your contention that the banding together of Christian
la1borers in a Christian laibor organization is virtually, though
unintentionally, subscribing to the dass struggle is quite unfounded.
The Christian Labor Organization, and similar
Christian organizations in European countries, are not inspired
by the Marxian doctrine of the essential incompatibility of
the interests of the owning and laboring classes, 1but it is
inspired iby the desire to maintain justice for the la;boring-man •
:on the basis of the recognition of the God-willed order -0f
.employer and empJ.o·yee. It repudiates any attitude of hatred
and class animosity toward the employing, so-called capitalistic
group, and simply seeks ·redress from the employers by united,
peaceful, law-aibiding joint •action through negotiation with
lthe employe•rs. It is based upon the principle of the recognition ,of reciprocal rights and duties as .between employers
and employees. Reading a copy of the constitution of these
Christ;an labor organizations makes this abundantly clear.
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The Unbeaten Dutch
Dear Dr. Bouma:
Just a few lines to let you know that we enjoy the FORUM
very much and look forward to receiving it from month to
month. In connection with the articles which appear in the
magazine from time to trme especially those along the line of
applying our Calvinistic principles in our political life, I
thought it would be ·Of interest to you to read the enclosed
clipping which is one of the editorials appearing in the Evening
Star printed here in Washington, D. C. (issue of May 28,
1937.)
To my mind it is worth noting that the party headed by
!Premier Colijn is not merely something which is known and
recognized among Holland people but that it is even taken
notice of in such a newspaper as the Evening Star here in the
nation's ·capitol, which clearly indicates that its influence is
recognized even in international affairs. And that brings to
mind, of course, the hope that the time may come that we in
America may be able to group all truly believing Calvinists
.together and exert some such influence.
Again assuring you that we greatly enjoy the FORUM and
hoping that it may continue to flourish and expand, I remain,
Sincerely yours,
114 Carroll Avenue,
CORNELIUS PETERSEN.
Takoma Park, Md.
[The editorial to which Mr. Petersen refers, headed "The
Unbeaten Dutch," follows.-Editor.]
"Those two sturdy outposts of democracy in Western Europe
-Belgium and the Netherlands-have now in prompt succes•Sion rebuffed at the JYol!s foreign-inspired attempts to impregnate their national life with political "ideology" alien alike to
1their ·soil and traditions. The Belgians several weeks ago,
under the gallant leadership of Premier Van Zeeland, firmly
repelled efforts to establish fascism at Brussels. 'Dhis ·week
Dutc!h Premier Hendryk Colijn, at the head of a coalition of
moderate liberal elements, received an unmistakable vote of
confidence in the election for members of the States !General.
The result is that Holland's national affairs will continue to be
dominated ,by the Calvinist group, of which the premier is the
leader, in collaboration with the Roman 1Catholics and Socialists, the c•ountry's two strongest parties, which are his loyal
supporte·rs. The Calvinists have slightly increased their parliamentary strength, while Catholics and Socialists remain stationary. The Lilberal Democrats, also adherents of the Colijn
regime, made the most substantial gains. Their leader, P. J.
Oud, is finance rninister in the Hague cabinet.
Most gratifying from the Dutch standpoint is the fact that
the National Socialists, domestic counterpart of the German
Nazis, were decisively beaten. Presenting candidates for the
first time, they anticipated sweeping successes as the result of
long and vigo1,ous agitation, •but they emerge with fewer than
half a dozen seats out ·Of a total of 100 in the lower house.
No less impressive and reassuring is the failure of the Communists to make progress. Their strength •Of four seats had
dropped to three in early returns and may be still further
reduced by the final c·ount.
To democratic Europe, fighting so desperately on many
fronts to hold its own against reaction of the Hitler-Mussolini
brand, the Netherlanders' stand for perpetuation .of representative government is highly encouraging. Along 'vith developments in Belgium, .it is vivid proof that totalitarianism's advance, at least in the west of the continent, is effectually
checked. In Premier Colijn's case, the result bulwarks his
'policy of adaptation' to the Dutch economic crisis and his
refusal to be swayed by demagogic demands for questionable
panaceas. Nazis and Communists alike sought to persuade the
·country that salvation lies only in extremist systems of dictatorial pattern. Queen Wilhelmina's people have once more
splendidly justified their reputation for political steadiness.
'l'hey have ·shown that it takes more than Nazis, Fascists or
Communists to beat the Dutch."

The Faith We Need
Dear Dr. Bouma:
Some time ago you w11ote that we should return to the faith
taught in the doister of Erfurt. In this, I take ·it, you are
perfectly right. Christian life is not what it should be. We
should live Coram Deo. But how shall we rise from our low
eb1b of spirituality to the •heights of a flourishing, powerful
Christian life? This goal we can reach only by returning to
the faith mentioned above.
We need this faith because we need more love to God. The
more we love God, the more ·we will ·abound in God-honoring
activities, and the more powerful will 'be the influence we exert
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round ~Lbout u s. But we can not love at command. What we
must do is to plant the tree of faith on which the fruit of love
grows, and we will have to nourish that tree. The more our
faith grows, the more we will abound in love. We have to
preach faith, or trust, in God, Who so loved the world, that
He sent His •only begotten Son, that whosoever believes in Him.
might not perish, but have everlasting life.
However, we may do this and still the desired effect will
not be obtained. './.'he right kind of faith must be preached.
'l~he Catholics ·also teach that we 1have to believe in Christ,
Whom •God's love has sent into this world to save us. But at
the same time do they lay a stumbling ,block in the way of
faith. They require first a certain disposition in man before
he can receive .the grace of Christ, and before he can trust.
that he is in a state of grace.
A great part of the Protestant world has fallen in the same
error as the Oathoiics. I must not be misunderstood. W·hen
I speak of Protestants, I have no reference to the modernists
but to the orthodox churches.
In the 17th century a type of preaching was introduced
which requires ·of every one to examine himself first and see
whether God has begun the good work in him, before he has a
right to trust that the promises concern him and to rely on
them, or befo.re he has •a right to trust that Christ is not only
the Savior of athers but also "my" Savior. In the latter part
of the 17th and during the 18th century ·all kinds of marks of
grace were preached, in order that people mig1ht come to trust
that they were in a state of grace, and that Ghrist was their
Savior. In these years great stress was laid on repentance,
o·r contrition, as a mark of grace. In our day the emphasis
has been changed. Stress is laid on serving God in all spheres
of life. In essence, however, no change has taken place. It is
still preached that we must first know that we are such to
whom the promises are given before we have a right to appropriate these promises.
By doing this we place also, just as the Catholics did, an
oibsbacle in the way of fai:th that worketh ·by love. For this ·
reason we should return to the faith taught in the cloister of
Erfnrt, just as Dr. Bavinck did in the Reformed Churches of
the Nethedands, and Dr. Machen in the Presbyterian Church
in A:merica. In the Netherlands it has now become a question
whether self-examination has to take •place before faith or
after faith. I hope they will follow Dr. Bavinck, who taught
that there are no true marks ·of saving grace before faith;
they follow faith as its fruit.
Since returning to the faith taught in the cloister of Erfurt
is necessary, we should know what kind of faith was taught in
that cloister.
Staupitz, the Vicar-general, told Luther, who was in agony
on ·account of his sins, to throw himself into the arms of
Jesus, Who had shed His Blood for us; and that he should
trust in His righteousness. Luther answered: "How can I
dare to believe in the favor of God as long as there is no real
conversion? I must 'be •changed before He can receive me."·
Staupitz, however, answered that there .can be no real conversion as long as we ·consider God a severe Judge. What
some fancy to be the end .of repentance is only its beginning.
If you wish to be really converted, start to believe in the love
of God toward you. Calvin (as if he had overheard this conversation) says in his Institutes: "Some place repentance before faith; but they do not know what true repentance is.
True repentance follows faith as its fruit." When Luther
heard these words of Staupitz, a j·oy entered into his soul,
which he never experienced 1before. Still, after a while the
old traditional ideas took hold of him again; He lost sight .of
Christ as ,Peter did ·on the waves, and 'he cried: "my sins! my
sins!" On account of the agony of soul, he became bodily ill.
Now God used an old monastic brother to come to his rescue,
who recited for him the words of our Credo: "I believe the
forgiveness of sins." He added: "You must not only believe
that God forgives the sins of Peter, Paul and others. Satan
believes this also. God commands y·ou to believe, My sins are
forgiven." 'l~he Holy Spirit applied these words to the heart of
Luther. He believed, rejoiced, and was soon restored to
health.
This faith, taught in the cloister of Erfurt, was later on·
prnached by Luther himself. The Catholics called this faith
arrogancy. Luther replied: '"l'hey in their •blindness do nat
know what faith and love is; but God requires of you, on
penalty of losing your eternal salvation, such ·an •arrogancy
on His proffered grace. Such a faith brings of itself forth
love and go·od works. If it does not, then we have no true
faith. By this love and good works we can become assured of
our calling and election." 'l'o this faith, 'by which we take
our st•and in the rich and free Gospel, which requires no condition in us, we have to return.
This faith has changed the world more than once, and we
still can expect great things from this faith.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
M. BORDUIN.
1
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"Visions and Revelations"
Dear Friends:
The A·postle Paul once wrote: "I will come to visions and
revelations of :the Lord." (II Cor. 12:1.) This sets me to
thinking. Is it possibl¥' gh'.en to any faithful pastor, ·or, for
that matter, to any samt, m our day to enjoy what may be
called "visions and revelations of the Lord,?"
There are those in our day who make sudh daims for thems~lves, but to make such claims 1by no means establishes their
nght to them. Indeed, the loudness with which they are
sometimes made is sufficient to condemn them. Such claims
were not unknown in the days of the Apostles and they puzzled
the faithful. The advice given them is noteworthy: "Beloved
believe not every spirit, but try the .spirits whether they ar~
Qf God, because many false prophets are gone out into the
world." And yet, cogent as these words are, they scarcely
warrant wholesale rejection ·of all such phenomena. Seemingly, there are experiences in that direction which modestly
claimed, invite respectful consideration.
'
Nor is there clearly in the divine scheme of things anything
that forbids such consideration. In the olden time an inspired
prophet foresaw that "your sons and your daughters shall
prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, and your young
men shall see visions." At Pentecost Peter seized upon these
very words as explanatory of the marvelous things which then
happened. And the Book of Acts gives repeated instances of
such special guidance by the Holy Spirit,
Is there anything in Scripture, IOhurch History, or experience that fortbids ,belief in the continuance of such phenomena
•or experiences? Has the Holy Spirit signHied foreclosure on
all such? Has the prophet JoeJ'.s ecstatic utterance,· so forcefully realized at Pentecost, no meaning for Christians of our
day?
'l\here are those, I take it, who feel that, since worldliness
and •apostasy are so general, the Holy Spirit, being grieved,
has withdrawn such favors from the Church. As in the days
of Eli, ·so now-"there was no open vision." Others argue
that since the Ohurch has long since reached her majority iri
point ·Of age and experience, she has no i»ight to look for them.
And the·refore, somewhat harshly, "they have Moses and the
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proph~ts;

let them hear them." Others again, noting the
vag?-nes. and exce~ses of some religious people, ·dismiss the
subJect m sheer disgust. 'Do many such it smells too much
of !llysticiSilll anyhow. "To the law and the testimony!" So
be it! But is there anything in "the law and testimony" that
robs the question of vital meaning, is it iPven to Christians of
our clay to enjoy what may be called "visions •and revelations
o~ tM Lord"?
Is the•re anything there that makes M·o·ses'
big~hearted •prayer out of place now: "Would God that all
the Lord's people were prophets and that the Lord would put
his Spirit upon them"?
· 'l\here is something strangely attractive in this utterance of
the "man of God." I find my heart warmly responsive to it.
It pu:rhes o:ie to expect &'reat things from God. Moses was
bold m saymg what he did. How bold may we be? Daring
enough to hope that "your old men shall dream dreams and
your young men shall see visions"? May we plead for a 'repetition of Pentecostal effusions?
. You'll not misunderstand me, I trust. I wauld n0;t dogmatize. Ecstasy, such as prophets ·and apostles knew I'm never
moved to ask. So, too, as to the gift of tongues and gifts of
healing. And yet there are mystic movements in the souls ·of
'God's people that make me pause. They do seem to be within
the sphere of the Spirit's workings. Why not even now an
experience such as St. Augustine'.s "tolle lege" in the garcien?
You remember how John Wesley's beaut was "strangely
warmed." Why not yours and mine? And. dreams to·o? A
prOIJ'OS the following: "In writing this Primer I have had a
new experience. It began with a dream ..... It seemed to me
as if all the sons of God were shouting for joy. 'Iihe sound of
celestial music met my ears and I awoke ..... I am not much
of a tbeliever in drnaims ... but this dream led me to reflection."
The a;hove is from no less a personage than Doctor Augustus
Hopkms Strong, whose published works in theology elicited
praise from Dr. .Abraham Kuyper.
Have I made myself clear, friends? If so, then I need no;t
add that I've not penned these lines in an academic spirit. The
@bject has a practical bearing. It affects the prayer life of
those who really pray. Is there room for a wholesome Christiian mystidsm? If so, then why not foster it? If so, then
why let the "spirit of the times" rob us of an important element ·of the prayer life?
Rochester, N. Y.
J. MEULENDYKE.

BOOK REVIEWS
CALVIN'S INSTITUTES
OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION.
By John Calvin.
Translated from the Latin and collated with the Author's
Last Edition in French, by John Allen. Seventh American
Edition, revised and corrected. Philadelphia, 1936, Presbyterian Board of Christian Education. Two volumes, 838
and 812 pages. $7.00.

INSTITUTES

you have been wanting to get a fine, up-to-date American

copy of John Calvin's Institutes for some time? Here it is.
Last year was the 400th anniversary of the publication of the
first edition of this great classic. That first edition, as every
Calvin student knows, was not at all the same work which we
have in English garb before us now. Calvin published this
first edition when he was only 27 years old, before he ever began his work at Geneva, and he continued to enlarge, revise,
and rewrite this great book until in 1559, only five years before
his death, the final edition was placed on the market. That final
edition was about five times the size of the first and it is in
this final form that all the translations current since that day
have come down to us.
The two English editions of this work that are more or less
current in our day are the translations by John Allen and that
by Henry Beveridge. It is Allen's translation in greatly improved and revised form which we have before us in this announcement. Allen's first translation dates back to 1813 and
was published as the first American edition in Philadelphia in
1816. It was fitting that this classic of Calvinism in its American form should be published at the greatest center of Presbyterian life in the country. In 1841 the printing of this Allen
edition of the Institutes was undertaken by the Presbyterian
Board of Publication in the same city.

The record of the printing and reprinting of this American
Edition of the Institutes by the Presbyterian Board of Publication (now: Presbyterian Board of Christian Education) is a
notable one. From 1841 to 1935 no less than 10,805 sets of this
voluminous work were printed and sold. Last year, being the
400th anniversary year of the publication of the original Latin
edition by Calvin himself at Basie, the Presbyterian Board of
Christian Education placed a new edition of no less than 2,500
sets on the market. We have the pleasure of introducing Calvin's Institutes in this its latest garb to the readers of THE CALVIN FORUM.

It is a beautiful and substantial edition. The two volumes
contain, besides the almost 1600 pages of the Institu.ies proper,
also the famous Letter of Dedication from Calvin addressed to
King Francis I of France; Calvin's own Preface to the 1559
edition; and a splendid and exhaustive article from the hand
of the late Dr. B. B. Warfield on "The Literary History of
Calvin's Institutes." There is also a frontispiece: a print from
an authentic 16th century portrait of the great .reformer.
Whoever takes Calvin and Calvinism seriously should either
own a copy of this work or have it in an accessible place in
some library. If you cannot afford to spend seven dollars for
this work, we suggest that you have it placed in the nearest
libary in your vicinity. Calvin's Institutes is not only a recognized classic in theology, but no less one of the greatest books
of all times. It ought to be accessible in all the public libraries of the land, and, by all means,there ought to be a copy
of it in every church library. Let it at least not be said of us,
who take pride in the Calvinistic traditl.on as a living tradition
and a lasting power in our own lives, that we do laud but fail
to read this great work.
C. B.
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DR. MAIER'S RADIO SERMONS
'l'HE FOURTH LU'llHERAN HOUR. By Dr. Walter A. Maier. Concordia Publishing House, St. Louis, Mo., 1937. 357 pages.
$1.50.
THIS volume comprises the radio sermons preached by Dr.
Maier from October 1936 to April 1937. They were broadcast over a nation-wide network of 31 stations under the auspices of The Lutheran Laymen League. They constitute what
is probably familiar material to many of our readers.
There is a virility about these sermons that is arresting.
There's a charm that is captivating. There's a conviction that
is contagious. There's an earnestness that promotes serious
thought. The thought and form are elevating and obviously
calculated to advance the cause of the Kingdom of Heaven.
There's an analysis of things as they are in the social, economic, domestic, and religious world that would throw many a
reader into the throes of despair, were it not for the fact that
certain and sure cures are presented for all the world's ills.
The remedies suggested breed hope in the God of all the world
who makes all things work together for good unto those that
love Him.
These twenty-nine sermons cover a wide range of topics.
They are not narrowly sectarian in character. Though the
author takes pains to do no violence to the Lutheran position,
yet he does not appear to be interested primarily in Lutherans
nor in Lutheranism. The people of the United States constitute his audience, and the author is aware of it. The problems discussed are the problems of the nation, of the home, and
of ·every individual. The preacher is particularly concerned
. about the moral and religious degradation of America and
ab()tit the disintegration of the American home. He finds the
fore not in the New Deal, nor in any other of the many moral,
social, economic, and political panaceas that have been offered
These cases must be submitted for
Great Physician. The spirit of the volume is
tniare,rmre tlilo1·ou.g-hJ!y orthodox - genuinely evangelical. These
been called "Bible-centered discourses," and such
language is strong, virile, rich - at times bordering on
of verbosity, as beautiful literary gems are often inbe. To each sermon is appended a model prayer
spirit of ~ependence upon and unconditional trust

H. S.

JESUS AMONG HUMANS
MENSCHEN RONDOM JEZUS. By Dr. J. H. Bavinck. Published
by J, H. Kole, Kampen, Netherlands. 1936. 207 pages.

THE author is a Christian psychologist.

As such he is a
student of people-of human nature. Success in this field
requires a certain aptitude, a kind of a penetration into the
motives of men such as we all wish to possess and such as Dr.
B~)V!inck quite obviously possesses.
'This study is directed to the people with whom Jesus was associated. The author finds them to be people such as those with
whom we associate today. They have their defects and their
whims. They are attracted by certain things and repulsed by
others. They can be exceedingly malicious and foolish. They
have complexes inferior and superior. They are inclined to
wander away from the truth and often manifest a natural
aversion to it. They are just ordinary folk.
We, as readers, are introduced first of all to the Nazarenes.
They are real folks, that are proud of their erstwhile citizen
and are quick in spite of their pride to disown him when he
fails to honor them with wonder working. The Samaritan
woman is presented to us as one who had been restored to an
honorable social position by her association with Christ. Then
there is the man who wanted to follow Jesus hut he could not
come to a decision. His soul's reaction is laid bare before our
eyes. Martha, too, is compelled to yield to a merciless analysis
of her peculiar sin when she urged Jesus to induce sister Mary
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to lend a helping hand. J olrn, the Baptist, is portrayed as one
whose nobility must be found in the fact that he voluntarily
subjected himself to a shrinkage of the "I". The ruler of the
synagogue who objected to Christ's healing on the Sabbath Day
was snaPI~ed as one who felt that he could do nothing about it
but grumble his protest. There is also the fellow with the inferiority complex represented by the man who had but a ·3ingle
talent~ Thom~s, of course, is paraded before uz as the classical
example of pessimism.
There are fifteen s.uch portrayals all of which fairly sparkle
with gems of freshness and originality. The volume. is not
heavy. It will serve for devotional reading.
Psychological analyses still belong to the field of intuition.
One's conclusions are seldom logically compelling. Hence the
,reader may find himself at odds with the delineations here pre1sented. He will nevertheless find them delightfully interesting
:and suggestive.
II. S.

WHAT IS CHRISTIANITY?
THE CHRISTIAN EvANGEL. A Modern Restatement of the Anc~ent Fnith. By John McNicol, D.D. Americnn Tract Society, 7 West 45th Street, New York, 1937. 193 pp. $1.50.
THIS little book is a gem of New Testament Bible study, setting forth in concise form the meaning of the New Testament revelation. In a sense it answers the question: What is
Christianity? and it does so in an admirable way. In these days
of the errors of Modernism on the one hand and those of Dispensationalism on the other, it does not happen frequently that
one runs across so fine, biblical, sound, and orthodox a statement of the meaning of Christian truth. The titles of the nine
chapters indicate the content of the volume. They are: The
Gospel Jesus Preached; The Life Jesus Lived; The Death Jesus
Died; The Glory Jesus Entered; The Coming of the Spirit; The
Gospel the Apostles Preached; The New Righteousness; The
New Access to God; and, The New Creation. The author, who is
Principal of the Toronto Bible College, here offers in fine, chaste
language the heart of a sound New Testament theology and he
does it withal in such spiritual, yet restrained language that the
devotional and the scholarly elements vie with one another for
pre-eminence. Bible study books like these are fine meat, splendid spiritual food. The American Tract Society by publishing
books like these is doing much more than publishing tracts.
This little book belongs in the same class (I did not say:
series) as those fine small books in the series, The Teaching of
Jesus, published by the same firm over thirty years ago, to
which Geerhardus Vos, A. T. Robertson, Frank Hugh Foster,
and David James Burrell each made a contribution.

C. B.

THE CHILD, NATURE, AND GOD
MORE WONDERFUL THAN FAIRY TALES. By Mnrian M .. Schoolland. Published by the Author (854 Worden St., Grnnd
Rnpids, Mich.). pp. 107. 50 cents.
HER~ :ve have the type of nature study lore that many

Chnsban mothers have been looking for. Jimmy, a city
lad, takes a six weeks' vacation in the country and accumulates
a wealth of most interesting information on plant and animal
life. The story with its true to life characters is simply written, very readable for the average ten-year-old. This little
book offers a welcome avenue of approach to the first lessons in
sex instruction and mothers can profitably use it as a starting
point in teaching the child the origin of life. These sketches
are wholesomely permeated with a Christian atmosphere and
depict graphically many of the every-day wonders in God's
creation. Miss Schoollaud is also the author of the one-page
sketch in last month's issue of THE CALVIN FORUM, entitled
"A May Day".
TESSIE LUIDENS BOUMA .
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